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FOREWORD
Change is a welcomed or feared challenge. It is welcomed
when the outcome is understood and expected to be good; it is
feared when the outcome is unknown or expected to be bad.
Global climate change is the most significant projected
change currently facing humanity. Global climate change is a
feared change because so many unknowns are involved.
What will be the rate and level of climate change? How will
global climate change be "shared" or impact on various
regions? How will the complex earth ecosystems be affected?
Most importantly, how will humanity cope?

One element of the global change picture that falls within
the mandate of the Geological Survey of Canada is sUlface
geological processes. Surface geological processes include
the various forces which act to change the Ealth's surface.
The ones with which we are most familiar are water and wind.
These act on the surface by eroding (removing) materials
from one place and depositing them in another. Climate plays
a major role in driving these processes and changes in climate
will result in changes in their nature and intensity.

Through time we have gained knowledge which lets us
predict what to expect from surface geological processes and
hence to mitigate or avoid their harmful effects. For example,
application of process knowledge has resulted in develop
ment of local practices such as planting shelter belts and strip
farming to control soil erosion on individual fields and in
government initiatives such as removing land from cultiva
tion to offset damage on a regional scale. If future global cli
mate changes result in changes in natural processes, then
adaptive measures will have to be developed. Developing
and implementing new coping strategies requires research,
planning, and time, hence the sooner we can gather informa
tion on what to expect the better prepared we will be to take
action as the changes occur.

The Geological Survey of Canada is preparing a series of
overview reports that look at several of the more widespread
kinds of geological changes occurring in Canada. Each of
these reports will show areal distribution of processes today
and areas where these processes are most sensitive to climate
change, and each looks at how different factors control these
processes, discusses the sensitivity of the processes to climate
changes, and considers the impact of the effect of processes on
human activity. These are not intended as research documents
predicting what might be expected in each part of the country,
but as wamings to draw attention to potential "hotspots" or

AVANT-PROPOS
Le changement est, selon le cas, bienvenu ou craint. Bienvenu, si les
consequences sont connues et qu'on les prevoit favorables; craint,
si les consequences sont inconnues ou presumees nuisibles. Le
changement climatique a I'echelle du globe est le plus important
parmi ceux auxquels devra faire face l'humanite. 11 est craint parce
qu'il souleve de nombreuses questions sans reponse. A queJle
vitesse se produira-t-il et quelle sera son importance? Comment ses
consequences se repartiront-elles dans les differentes regions du
monde? Comment les ecosystemes complexes seront-ils touches?
Et, surtout, comment I'humanite reagira-t-elle a ses effets?

L'etude de l'un des elements du cadre general du changement
c1imatique a I'echelle du globe releve du mandat de la Commission
geologique du Canada. 11 s'agit de l'etude des processus geolo
giques supetficiels ou, en d'autres mots, des multiples forces qui
modifient la sutface de la Terre, parmi lesquelles les plus connues
sont I'eau et le vent. Ces agents erodent les materiaux, les transpor
tent et les deposent ailleurs. Le c1imat est une des forces motrices de
ces processus. Voila pourquoi le changement climatique se traduira
par des modifications dans leur nature et de leur intensite.

Avec le temps, nous avons acquis suffisamment de connais
sances pour en arriver a bien connaltre les processus geologiques
supelficiels et, par consequent, a en attenuer ou en eviter les effets
nefastes. Ainsi, I'utilisation de ces connaissances a permis d'ela
borer des methodes d'intervention locale, comme celles d'eriger
des plantations brise-vent et de faire de la culture en bandes pour
contrer I' erosion du sol de certains champs, mais aussi de mettre en
oeuvre des initiatives gouvernementales comme celle de soustraire
a la culture certaines terres pour compenser les dommages causes a
l'echelle regionale. Si le changement climatique planetaire devait
avoir des repercussions sur les processus naturels, il faudrait alors
elaborer des mesures correctrices. La conception et la mise en oeu
vre de nouvelles strategies de correction demande de la recherche,
de la planification et du temps. Moins nous tarderons a recueillirdes
donnees sur ce qui risque de se produire, mieux nous serons
prepares a reagir aux changements lorsqu' ils surviendront.

La Commission geologique du Canada prepare une serie de rap
ports de synthese sur plusieurs des processus geologiques les plus
repandus au Canada. Dans chacun de ces rapports. on presente com
ment se repartit actuellement I' action de ces processus sur le terri
toire canadien, les regions Oll le changement climatique influe le
plus sur eux, les facteurs qui les regissent, leur vulnerabilite ainsi
que leurs repercussions sur J'activite humaine. Ces rapports ne se
veulent pas des documents de recherche dans lesquels seraient pre
sentees les previsions des consequences du changement c1imatique
a I' echelle du globe dans toutes les parties du pays, mais des aver
tissements pour attirer I'attention sur les zones nevralgiques Oll les
effets de ce grand changement sur les processus seront les plus



areas where the processes in question are likely to be most
affected by global climate change. The hope is that these stud
ies will foster and focus follow-up research that will
determine potential impact more precisely and provide infor
mation for planning mitigative measures.

Other reports published in this series are: 'Sensitivity of
eolian processes to climate change in Canada' (GSC Bulletin
421) and 'Sensitivity of the Canadian coast to sea-level rise'
(GSC Bulletin 505).

RI Fulton,
Co-ordinator,
Impact ofGlobal Climate Change on
Geological Processes Project

intenses. 11 est a esperer que ces etudes seront le catalyseur de nou
veaux projets de recherche et permettront de mieux cerner leur
sujet, pour en arriver a determiner avec plus de precision les modi
fications possibles et a constituer une source d' information dans la
planification de mesures correctrices.

D'autres documents ont deja ete publies dans cette serie. Ce
sont Sensitivity of eolian processes to climate change in Canada
(bulletin 421 de la CGC) et Sensitivity of the Canadian coast to
sea-level rise (bulletin 505 de la CGC).

RI Fulton
Coordonnateur
Projet d' etude des repercussions du

changement climatique a l' echelle du
globe sur les processus geologiques



Preface

This is the third overview report in the Geological Survey of Canada project: "Impact of Global Climate
Change on Geological Processes". These overviews provide the information on the possible impacts of
global climate change on geological processes that permit us to see the potential magnitude of the problem.

This bulletin looks at the relationship between climate and geological processes that occurs in alpine areas.
It not only describes how these processes affect human activities, it also discusses how predicted global cli
mate change could result in modification of alpine processes, and provides a map classification of alpine areas
of Canada that is based on climate, relief, and glacier cover. This document is the first step in the identifica
tion of the problems which could result in Canada's alpine areas because of global climate change. It high
lights the critical regions where studies must now be conducted to outline the probable local impact of global
change and to develop the best coping mechanisms.

This report was prepared under the auspices of the Global Change Program of the Geological Survey of
Canada with the partial support of the Canada Green Plan Fund.

MD. Everell
Assistant Deputy Minister
Earth Sciences Sector

Preface

Voici le troisieme document de synthese produit par la Commission geologique du Canada dans le cadre
de son Projet d'etude des repercussions du changement climatique a I'echeIJe du globe sur les processus
geologiques. Ces documents contiennent des informations sur les repercussions possibles du changement
climatique a['echelle du globe sur les processus geologiques et permettent d' avoir un apen;u des proportions
que poulTaient prendre le probleme.

Le present bulletin se penche sur les liens qui existent entre le climat et les processus geologiques dans les
regions alpines. Il contient non seulement une description de la fa~on dont ces processus influent sur I'activ
ite humaine, mais fait egalement etat de la fa~on dont le changement climatique planetaire pourrait modifier
les processus actifs dans les regions alpines. De plus, il est accompagne d'une carte de classification des re
gions alpines du Canada en fonction du cl imat, du relief et de la presence ou de I' absence de glaciers. Ce
document constitue la premiere etape d'une demarche conduisant a ['identification des problemes qui
risquent de survenir dans ces regions du pays acause du changement climatique aI'echelle planetaire. 11 met
I' accent sur les zones nevralgiques oll des etudes doivent des maintenant etre entreprises afin de prevoir les
repercussions locales du changement climatique et d'elaborer les meilleurs mecanismes pour y faire face.

Ce bulletin a ete prepare dans le cadre du Programme des changements aI'echelle du globe de la Com
mission geologique du Canada, avec I'appui partiel du Fonds du Plan vert du Canada.

MD. Everell
Sous-ministre adjoin!
Secteur des sciences de la Terre
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GEOMORPHOLOGICAL PROCESSES IN THE ALPINE
AREAS OF CANADA: THE EFFECTS OF CLIMATE

CHANGE AND THEIR IMPACTS ON HUMAN ACTIVITIES

Abstract

GeomoJphological processes are related to climate in a complex manner. Estimates ofhow processes
will react to anticipated climate changes, such as warming and increased precipitation, are necessarily
tentative and qualitative. They indicate the kinds ofchanges that may occur in the alpine landscapes, but not
the magnitude or precise rates of such changes.

If climate change proceeds as forecast, then one of the most apparent results will be a rise in the
timberline. This will result in a decrease in the extent of the alpine zone, thus altering the appearance of
many mountain areas and their potential for recreation and tourism.

Anticipated changes in snowfall include reduced snow and increased winter rain at elevations close to
the present winter snowline, and increased snowfall on higher and colder mountains. This will have a
detrimental effect on ski resorts at low elevations, but improve winter access for other activities. Warmer
summer temperatures will probably lead to a rise in the summer snowline and significant loss ofglaciers,
changing the scenery in southern mountain areas, such as Banff and Jasper national parks.

Climate change will probably have some hazardous effects. Melting ofpermafrost and more intense
rainfall may initiate or increase the frequency of slides and debris flows in some areas. Heavier snowfall
may increase avalanche danger, and glacier recession will probably result in more floods and debrisflows
due to the failure ofglacier and moraine dams. Increased sediment input to glacier-fed rivers may lead to
increased channel instability, erosion, and flooding. The hazard zones related to most of these fluvial
processes will extend a long way beyond the limits of the alpine zone.

Thinner winter snowpacks, rapid spring runoff, and a reduced extent of permanent snow and ice will
reduce both the seasonal and longer term water storage capacity ofalpine areas. This effect could lead to
serious water shortages in regions such as the Okanagan Valley, British Columbia, where summer
meltwater maintains extensive agriculture and industry.

The impact ofclimate change on permafrost in alpine areas is not likely to be severe, except possibly in
small areas. Warming of ground temperatures will cause a slow reduction in the extent and thickness of
permaji-ost. This will have noticeable effects only where soils contain a high proportion of ice, conditions
that are probably not extensive in most alpine areas.

Resume

Les processus geomOlphologiques ont des liens complexes avec le c1imat. L' etablissement de la fayon
dont les processus reagiront aux changements climatiques allendus, comme le rCchauffement du climat et
I' augmentation des precipitations, ne peut litre qu' une demarche provisoire et qualitative. On peut
determiner quels types de changements se produiront dans les regions alpines, mais pas leur importance ni
leur vitesse precise.

Si le changement climatique se passe comme prevu, l' un des resultats les plus apparents sera le
eLCplacement vel's le haUl de la limite forestiere. Il s' ensuivra une diminution du territoire de la zone alpine
et, par consequent, un changement dans I' aspect de nombreuses regions montagneuses et une modification
de leur potentiel comme zone recreative et touristique.

Parmi les changements presumes dans les precipitations, mentionnons une reduction des chutes de
neige et un accroissement des chutes de pluie aux altitudes proches de la limite actuelle des neiges d' hiveI',
mais aussi une augmentation des chutes de neige surles montagnes plus elevees OU it fait plus fro id. Il en
resultera des effets nefastes sur les centres de ski de basse altitude mais des avantages pour d' aLllres
activites hivernales. L' elevation des temperatures estivales se traduira probablement par un deplacement
vers le haut de la limite des neiges d' ete et une fonte significative des glaciers, d' OLI une transformation du
paysage des zones montagneuses meridionales comme celles des pares nationaux de Banff et de Jasper.



Le changement c!imatique aurafort probablement des eifets qui seront la source de risques. Lafonte du
pergelisol et les pluies plus abondantes pourraient dec!encher des glissements de terrain et des coulees de
debris dans certaines regions, ou augmenter leurfrequence. L' augmentation des chutes de neige pourrait
accrottre les risques d' avalanche. Quant au recul des glaciers, il causera probablement des crues et des
coulees de debris plus nombreuses decoulant de la rupture de barrages glaciaires et morainiques. Le plus
grand apport de sMiments vas les rivieresfh/l'ioglaciaires pourrait intensifier I' instabilite des chenaux,
leur erosion et les crues. Les zones dangereuses associees a la plupart de ces processus s' etendront bien
au-dela des limites de la zone alpine.

L'amincissement du manteau nil'al en hil'e!', I' acceleration du ruissellement printanier et la reduction
de I' erendue de la neige et de la glace permanentes se traduiront par une diminution de la capacite de
stockage saisonnier et, a plus long tame, de I' eau dans les regions alpines. Les regions comme la vallee de
I' Okanagan, en Colomhie-Britannique, miles eaux defonte estivales alimentent les vastes tares agricoles
et les exploitations industrielles, pourraient connattre de graves penuries d' eau.

Le changement c!imatique ne devrait pas avoir de repercussions importantes sur le pergelisol des
regions alpines, saufpeut-etre par endroits. Le richauffement des temperatures du sol reduira lentement
I' etendue et I' epaisseur du pergelisol. Ce changement aura des eifets l'isibles la OU le sol contient une
grande proportion de glace, ce qui est probablement plutat rare dans la plupart des regions alpines.

SUMMARY

Geomorphological processes in alpine areas range from dra
matic events such as debris flows and snow avalanches to the
imperceptible downslope movement of soi Iand the slow flow
of glaciers. In one way or another, all of these processes affect
human endeavours in the alpine zone, and they are all, in
some manner, linked to climate. Increases in atmospheric
greenhouse gases are predicted to lead to significant climate
changes, resulting in related changes in the nature, frequency,
or rates of operation of geomorphological processes. For
example, avalanches and debris flows may occur in areas not
affected before, and there may be more catastrophic floods in
valleys carrying glacier meltwater.

The objective of this report is to provide information
about geomorphological processes in Canadian alpine areas,
especially processes that impinge on human activities, and to
estimate how they may be affected by predicted climate
change. This study is not intended as a focused prediction of
what can be expected, but as a starting point for defining
problems of dealing with global change in a rather sensitive
environment and deciding where future work should be
directed.

For the purpose of this study, alpine areas are defined as
regions lying above the upper limit of continuous forest: tim
berline is the boundary of the alpine areas shown in Figure I.
TIle alpine zone includes subalpine parkland, alpine tundra,
glaciers and snowfieJds, and barren rocky ground. Mountain
ous areas in the Arctic are excluded because, unlike high
elevation areas farther south, they are not distinguished from
adjacent lowlands by distinctive geomorphological processes
or their sensitivity to climate change.

2

SOMMAIRE

Les processus geomorphologiques dans les regions alpines vont
des plus catastrophiques telIes les coulees de debris et les ava
lanches, aux plus imperceptibles mouvements vers le bas d'une
pente et a I'avancee tres lente des glaciers. D'une fas;on ou de
J'autre, tous ces processus se repercutent sur les entreprises
humaines ayant leur siege dans la zone alpine et ils sont, d'une cer
taine maniere, lies au climat. 11 est prevu que I'augmentation de la
quantite de gaz a effet de serre dans l'atmosphere modifiera signi
ficativement le climat, ce qui influera sur la nature, la frequence ou
la vitesse des processus geomorphologiques. Par exemple, des
avalanches et des coulees de debris poulTaient se produire la OU il
n'y en a jamais eu, tout comme des crues plus catastrophiques
pourraient etre declenchees dans lcs vallees empruntees par les
eaux de fonte des glaciers.

Le present document contient des informations sur les proces
sus geomorphologiques qui agissent dans !es regions alpines du
Canada, en particulier sur ceux qui ont des repercussions sur les
activites humaines. lJ vise a evaluer comment le changement cli
matique prevu modifiera ces processus. II ne se limite pas ades
previsions de ce qui arrivera; il se veut aussi un point de depart pour
cerner les probJemes decoulant du changement planetaire dans un
milieu plutat fragile et de decider des axes de recherche pour les
travaux futurs.

Pour Ies besoins de la presente etude, les regions alpines sont
definies comme celles qui se trouvent au-dela de la limite supe
rieure de la foret continue: la limite forestiere est la Iimite des
regions alpines montrees ala figure I. La zone alpine inclut le parc
subalpin, la toundra alpine, les glaciers et les champs de neige,
ainsi que !es etendues de roche nue. Les regions montagneuses de
I' Arctique sont exclues du fait que, contrairement aux regions de
haute altitude plus au sud, el!es ne se distinguent pas des basses
terres adjacentes par des differences dans les processus geomor
phologiques ou dans !eur vuJnerabilite au changement c1imatique.



Estimates of the effects of future climate change on alpine
geomorphological processes are tentative for several reasons:
the anticipated climate modification has been defined only in
very general terms; the exact nature of climate controls on
most geomorphological processes is not well understood; and
the relations between climate and geomorphological
processes are complex. The broad climatic predictions upon
which this paper is based indicate: that warming in high
northern latitudes will exceed the predicted global mean
increase of 2.5°C in winter but be closer to the average in
summer, that continental areas will warm more than maritime
regions, that precipitation and evaporation will increase
throughout the year in high latitudes and in winter in mid
latitudes, and that net effects will result in a decrease in the
area of seasonal snow cover.

Geomorphological processes are dynamic actions or
events that occur at the Earth's surface due to the application
of forces generated by atmospheric processes, such as rainfall
and temperature variations, and teITestrial effects, such as
gravity (expressed as slope steepness) and seismic shaking.
Thus the processes under review include erosion and deposi
tion by flowing water and ice, rockfalls and soil creep influ
enced by freezing and thawing, landslides triggered by
torrential rain or melting permafrost, and avalanches follow
ing heavy snowfall. A major difficulty in determining the
response of a process to climate change is that many of the
significant climatic variables, such as precipitation intensity
during major storms and the annual number of freeze-thaw
cycles, are neither routinely measured at most climate sta
tions nor referred to in climate predictions. Consequently,
only tentative and qualitative suggestions about the likely
effects of climate change can be provided.

Timberline, the lower limit of the alpine zone, is a
dynamic boundary. Its elevation is controlled primarily by
summer temperatures and the duration of winter snowpack.
Climate warming will probably result in increasingly favour
able conditions for trees at high elevations, and thus timber
line will rise, although other changes, especially increasing
snowfall, could have opposing effects. A rise in timberline
will result in a reduction in the extent of alpine areas, espe
cially alpine meadows, and the alpine zone will disappear
altogether on mountains and plateaus which rise only a short
distance above the present limit of trees.

The extent of permafrost in alpine areas has not been
mapped in detail, although it is well known that frozen ground
is most widespread in more northerly regions and in continen
tal (inland) mountains, where winters are relatively cold and
the winter snowpack is thin. Modification of permafrost due
to climate warming is likely to take place slowly over many
centuries because the ground is well insulated from the
atmosphere by soil and vegetation. Effects are likely to be

Les estimations des effets du changement climatique futur sur
les processus geomorphologiques en zone alpine sont provisoires
et ce, pour plusieurs raisons : pour le moment, la modification
prevue du climat n'a ete definie qu'en termes tres generaux; la
fayon dont le climat agit sur la plupart des processus geomorpholo
giques n'est pas bien connue; et les liens entre le climat et les pro
cessus geomorphologiques sont complexes. Les grandes
predictions C]imatiques sur lesquelles se base le present document
pointent vel's les faits suivants : que le rechauffement du climat aux
latitudes nordiques depassera la hausse moyenne prevue de 2,5 QC
en hiveI', mais qu'il sera plus proche des valeurs moyennes en ete;
que les zones continentales se rechaufferont davantage que Jes
regions maritimes; que les precipitations et I'evaporation aug
menteront pendant toute I'annee aux hautes latitudes, mais seule
ment pendant I' hiver aux moyennes latitudes, et que les effets nets
se traduiront par une diminution de la supelficie de la couverture
nivale saisonniere.

Les processus geomorphologiques sont dynamiques du fait
qu 'ils se produisent a la surface de la Terre et resultent de I'applica
tion, d 'une part, de forces creees par des processus atmospheriques
(comme les precipitations et les variations de la temperature) et,
d'autre part, de forces terrestres (comme la gravite, exprimee par
I'inclinaison de la pente, et les secousses sismiques). Aussi les pro
cessus a I'etude incluent-ils I'erosion et le depot de materiaux par
I'ecoulement de I'eau et de la glace, les eboulements et les repta
tions de sol dues a I' action du gel et du degel, les glissements de ter
rain declenches par les pluies torrentielles ou la fusion du
pergelisol et les avalanches decoulant d'abondantes chutes de
neige. Une des principales difficultes dans la determination des
effets du changement climatique sur un processus reside dans le
fait que de nombreuses variables significatives, comme par exem
pie l'intensite des precipitations durant les grosses tempetes et le
nombre de cycles de gel-degel au cours d'une annee, ne sont pas
habituellement mesurees a la plupart des stations climatiques ni ne
sont mentionnees dans Jes previsions climatiques. Par consequent,
les suppositions sur les effets possibles du changement climatique
ne peuvent etre que provisoires et qualitatives.

La limite forestiere, marquant le passage a la zone alpine, est
dynamique. L'altitude a laquelle elle se trouve depend principale
ment des temperatures estivales et du temps que reste le manteau
nival d'hiver. Le rechauffement climatique devrait probablement
faire en sorte qu'a de plus [oltes altitudes, it existe des conditions
qui se pretent de plus en plus a l'implantation d'arbres, deplayant
ainsi la limite forestiere vers le haut; cependant, d'autres change
ments, comme la plus grande abondance des chutes de neige, pour
raient avoir des effets contraires. Un tel deplacement de la limite
forestiere reduirait I'etendue des regions alpines, en particulier
celle des alpages; ainsi, la zone alpine pourrait disparaltre tant sur
les montagnes que sur les plateaux dont I'altitude excede a peine
celle de la limite forestiere actuelle.

L'etendue du pergelisol dans les regions montagneuses n' a pas
ete cartographiee en detail, mais il est bien etabli que le sol geIe est
plus abondant dans les regions les plus septentrionales et dans les
secteurs de montagnes continentales (interieures), la OU les hiv
ers sont relativement froids et ou le manteau niva] est mince. La
modification du pergelisol a la suite d'un rechauffement cli
matique devrait progresser a un rythme lent et s'echelonner sur
de nombreux siecles du fait que les parties gelees sont bien
isolees de l'atmosphere par le sol et la vegetation. Les effets seront
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complex, because soil characteristics, especially moisture
content, and vegetation will also be modified. Climate warm
ing will be most effective where permafrost is relatively
warm and thin (i.e. discontinuous permafrost regions in
Fig. 1) resulting in thickening of the seasonally thawed soil
(active layer), and the development of a zone of unfrozen
ground between the active layer and the top of the permafrost.
Thin permafrost may disappear. The results of ground warm
ing will be noticeable in areas underlain by ice-rich pelma
frost, which is probably not extensive in many alpine areas.
Where ice lenses are present, melting will result in subsi
dence of the land surface, collapse of peat plateaus in bogs,
slope instability, and mudflows. Such effects, once initiated,
may persist at specific sites for several decades or longer.
Other typical problems that might be expected are an increase
in road ditch maintenance and increasing pressure on build
ing foundations as the rates of soil creep increase due to
warming permafrost and a thickening active layer. In general,
however, direct human actions, such as removal of insulating
soil and vegetation, are potentially of greater significance for
localized permafrost degradation than the effects of climate
change.

Frost action (daily freezing and thawing) is most effective
in continental and high latitude mountains where seasonal
snow cover is thin. It contributes to shattering of bedrock,
heaving and churning of soil, and slow downslope creep of
the unfrozen soil mantle in summer. The effects of climate
change on these processes are hard to estimate, but they are
likely to be minor in comparison with the normal place to
place variations in frost action intensity that result from dif
ferences in slope steepness, aspect, soil moisture, vegetation
cover, and snow depth.

In mountainous regions with relatively mild winter tem
peratures~ table in Fig. 1), the combined effects of winter
warming and increased precipitation will result in a rise in
elevation of the winter snowline, a decrease in the extent of
seasonal snowcover at low elevations, and increased snowfall
at higher elevations. An adverse effect on low-elevation ski
areas (shorter season, wetter snow conditions, increased rain)
is expected, whereas increased snowfall may benefit resorts
at higher elevations. In relatively cold mountain regions, a
more general increase in snowfall is expected. Activities such
as transportation and mining in alpine areas will also be
affected by changing snow conditions, with the adverse
effects of increased snowfall perhaps being more widespread
than the beneficial effects of less snow and a shorter snow
season.

In regions where snowfall will increase, snow avalanche
activity might also be expected to increase. However, this
tendency may be offset by the effects of warmer atmospheric
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vraisemblablement complexes puisque les caracteristiques
pedologiques (en particulier la teneur en humidite) et la vegetation
seront egalement modifiees. Les repercussions du rechauffement
climatique serontmaximales dans les zones de pergelisol relative
ment chaud et mince (soit celles de pergelisol discontinu de la fig
ure 1), ce qui se traduira par un epaississement du sol degele selon
les saisons (mollisol) et la formation d'une zone de sol non geJe
entre le mollisol et le sommet du pergelisol. Le pergelisol en
minces couches pourrait disparaitre. Les effets du rechauffement
du sol s'observeront la ou le pergelisol contient beaucoup de
glace, ce qui probablement plutat rare dans bien des regions alpi
nes. Aux endroits ou des lentilles de glace sont presentes, la fonte
pourrait faire en sorte que la surface du sol s 'affaisse, que des pla
teaux palsiques s'effondrent, que des pentes deviennent instables
et que des coulees de boue soient declenchees. Ces phenomenes,
une fois amorces, pourraient persister a des sites specifiques pen
dant plusieurs decennies, voire meme sur une plus longue periode.
Parmi les autres problemes caracteristiques qui pourraient surve
nir, mentionnons qu' il se peut que, a mesure que la reptation du sol
s'intensifie en reponse a un rechauffement du pergelisol et a un
epaississement du mollisol, I 'entretien des fosses demande plus
de travail et les fondations des biitiments soient soumises a de plus
fortes pressions. En general, cependant, l'intervention humaine
(notamment I'elimination de la couche d'isolation que represente
le sol et la vegetation) est peut-etre un facteur encore plus impor
tant de la degradation localisee du pergelisol que les effets du
changement climatique.

L'action du gel et du degel quotidiens est particulierement
efficace dans les regions de montages continentales et de hautes
montagnes ou le manteau nival saisonnierest mince. Ce processus
provoque l'eclatement du substratum, le soulevement et le bras
sage du sol et la reptation lente de la couche de sol degele en ete.
Les effets du changement c1imatique sur ces processus sont diffi
ciles a determiner. Ils devraient etre negligeables en comparaison
avec les variations normales de l'intensite de l'action du gel d'un
endroit a I 'autre, compte tenu des differences dans I 'inclinaison et
la morphologie des versants, I'humidite du sol, la couverture
vegetale et I'epaisseur de la neige.

Dans les regions montagneuses ou les temperatures hivernales
sont relativement douces (voir tableau de la figure I), les effets
combines du rechauffement et de l'augmentation des precipita
tions pendant la saison froide se traduiront par une elevation de la
limite des neiges d'hiver, une reduction de l'etendue du manteau
nival saisonnier a faible altitude et une abondance accrue des
chutes de neige a haute altitude. On prevoit des effets nefastes
pour les stations de ski de basse altitude ou la saison sera plus
courte, la neige plus mouillee et les pluies plus abondantes. Quant
aux centres de villegiature de plus haute altitude, ils tireront profit
de la plus grande abondance de neige. Dans les regions montag
neuses relativement froides, on s'attend a une augmentation plus
generale des chutes de neige. Certaines activites comme le trans
port et l'exploitation miniere dans les regions alpines devront
egalement s'adapter al'evolution des conditions, les effets nega
tifs de l'accroissement des chutes de neige pesant peut-etre plus
lourd que les effets benefiques d 'une saison hivernale plus courte
marquee par des neiges moins abondantes.

Dans les regions ou les chutes de neige augmenteront, on peut
s'attendre a une multiplication des avalanches. Cette tendance
pourrait neanmoins etre contrebalancee par les effets d 'une



temperatures, which could reduce temperature gradient in the
snow pack thereby increasing its stability, and tree coloniza
tion of initiation zones formerly above timberline. Future
changes in storm patterns, including wind strengths and
directions, will also have effects that carUlot be predicted yet.
In areas close to snowline, avalanche hazards are likely to
decrease.

The extent of permanent snow and ice cover, in the form
of glaciers and icefields, is controlled both by snowfall
amounts, which detennine ice accumulation, and by summer
temperatures, which determine melting. In general, and espe
cially in warmer areas, the effects of increased temperature
are expected to dominate, resulting in glacier recession.
Quantitative estimates of the change in elevation of the sum
mer snowline suggest that many small, relatively low
elevation glaciers will disappear, and larger glaciers and ice
fields will experience drastic shrinkage. Thus the appearance
of alpine landscapes will change dramatically, possibly with
long-term impacts on tourism in national parks.

During glacier recession, hazards from floods and debris
flows are likely to increase. (See Fig. I for generalized distri
bution of glaciers.) Catastrophic floods that far exceed flows
generated by rainstOlms and snowmelt result from the burst
ing of glacier dams and moraine dams. On steep slopes, out
burst floods may be transfoll11ed into debris flows, and debris
flows may also be generated by intense precipitation on steep
moraines recently uncovered by glacier recession. Flows and
floods generated in alpine areas may travel downstream
below timber! ine for many tens of ki lometres, posing a hazard
to humans and structures such as bridges and roads.

The effects of climate change on gravitationally induced
processes, such as landslides, rockfalls, and nonglacial debris
flows, are hard to predict. Increased precipitation, particu
larly high intensity rainfall, may increase the frequency of
some types of mass movement, such as debris slides and
flows. Warmer temperatures and increased evaporation, on
the other hand, may increase the stability of some slopes by
reducing soil moisture and reducing the intensity of freeze
thaw and related processes, such as frost shattering and rock
fall. (The intensity of mass movement processes is propor
tional, in a very general sense, to the elevations of the moun
tains shown in Fig. 1.)

If, as is likely, climate warming is accompanied by
increasing storminess and intense rainfall, then peak stream
discharges are likely to increase, resulting in increased ero
sion, sediment transport, and deposition downstream.
Increased sediment input to streams in recently degtaciated
areas will augment these effects, and, like outburst floods,
effects may become apparent at considerable distances down
stream from alpine areas. In both cases, hazards will include
increased flooding (possibly both magnitude and frequency),

hausse des temperatures atmospheriques, laquelle se traduirait par
une reduction du gradient de temperature du manteau nival qui, a
son tour, amenerait une plus grande stabilite du manteau et la
pousse d'arbres dans des zones auparavant au-dessus de la limite
forestiere, oll les avalanches se declenchaient. Les modifications
futures dans le regime des tempetes, notamment de la force et de la
direction des vents, auront egalement des incidences encore
imprevisibles. Dans les regions voisines de la limite des neiges, les
risques d' avalanche devraient s'attenuer.

L'etendue de la neige et de la glace permanentes, sous la forme
de glaciers et de champs de glace, depend de l'abondance des
chutes de neige (qui determine quelle epaisseur de glace s'accu
mulera) et des temperatures estivales (qui determinent queUe
epaisseur de glace fondra). Dans les regions plus chaudes, les
effets d'une augmentation des temperatures devraient en general
dominer et causer le recul des glaciers. Les estimations quantita
tives du deplacement vers le haut de la Iimite des neiges en ete
revelent que de nombreux petits glaciers d'altitude relativement
faible disparaitront et que les gros glaciers et champs de glace con
naitront un retrait spectaculaire. L'apparence des paysages alpins
sera donc profondement modifiee, ce qui risque d'avoir des reper
cussions a long terme sur le tourisme dans les parcs nationaux.

Durant le recul d 'un glacier, il est fort problable que les risques
de crue et de coulee de debris grimpent (figure I, repartition gene
rale des glaciers). La rupture de barrages glaciaires et morainiques
peut provoquer des crues beaucoup plus catastrophiques que celles
causees par de fortes pluies et la fonte de la neige. Sur les versants
abrupts, les debacles glaciaires peuvent se transformer en coulees
de debris.ll est cependant a noter que ces demieres peuvent egale
ment etre provoquees par des precipitations intenses sur les
moraines a pente abrupte, recemment mises au jour par le recul
d'un glacier. Les coulees et les crues qui se produisent dans les
regions alpines peuvent descendre un cours d'eau sur plusieurs
dizaines de kilometres, bien au-dela de la limite forestiere, mettant
en danger des vies humaines et risquant de detruire des ouvrages
cornme des ponts et des routes.

Les repercussions du changement climatique sur les processus
declenches par gravite (gravitaires), cornme Jes glissements de ter
rain, les eboulements et [es coulees de debris non glaciaires, sont
difficiles a prevoir. Les precipitations accrues, surtout les pluies de
forte intensite, pourraient augmenter la frequence de certains types
de mouvement de masse, comme les glissements de terrain et les
coulees de debris. Par ailleurs, I' elevation des temperatures et I' ac
centuation de I' evaporation pourraient stabiliser certains versants
en reduisant l'humidite des sols et en attenuant I'action du gel
degel et des phenonemes associes comme la gelifraction et les
eboulements. L'ampleur des mouvements de masse est propor
tionnelle, dans un sens tres general, a I'altitude des montagnes
montrees sur la figure I.

Si, ce qui est fort probable, le rechauffement climatique s'ac
compagne de tempetes et d'orages en plus grand nombre, le debit
de pointe des cours d'eau devrait s'accroitre, de maniere a ampli
fier l'erosion, le transport des sediments et la sedimentation en
aval. Le plus grand apport de sediments dans les cours d'eau des
zones recemment deglacees accentuera les effets du rechauffe
ment et, tout comme les debacles glaciaires, Ies consequences
pourraient se manifester sur des distances considerables en aval
des regions aJpines. Dans les deux cas, les dangers seront lies aux
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rise of the stream bed causing increased elevation of flood
waters, and increased bank erosion and lateral instability of
river channels. Figure I shows streams draining from alpine
areas.

Where snow packs are reduced, the water storage capacity
and the spring and early summer water yield of drainage
basins will be reduced. Figure I shows major rivers with
spring and summer flow levels that are significantly aug
mented by snowpack and glacier melt. Where glacier reces
sion reduces the extent of permanent snow and ice, late
summer water yield will be reduced also, and the buffering
capacity of a glacier to reduce year-to-year variations in run
off from precipitation will also decline. These potential
changes are particularly significant in regions that are dry in
summer, such as the Okanagan Valley in south central British
Columbia, where agriculture and industry receives its water
supply from adjacent mountains. Where snow accumulation
is increased, water storage and runoff will be augmented.

INTRODUCTION, OBJECTIVES, AND
SCOPE OF REPORT

In alpine areas, many effects of severe climate are quite obvi
ous in the landscape. Trees are absent or reduced to wind
sculpted shrubs; other vegetation seeks the shelter of the
ground, and snowbanks persist well into summer. Human
occupancy in these regions has also adapted to the climate,
with some activities, such as skiing, even taking advantage of
it.

Less apparent to the casual observer are the geomorpho
logical processes that result from the interaction of climate
with the rocks and soils of alpine areas. These range from dra
matic events such as snow avalanches and debris flows, to the
imperceptibly slow but effective downslope movement of
soil and glaciers. A lthough catastrophic events can be hazard
ous to people engaged in even the most transient of pursuits,
such as hiking and cross-country skiing, the effects of slow
but persistent processes must be accommodated in the design
of roads and other structures. In one way or another, these
processes impinge on all human endeavours in this environ
ment. With increasing use of alpine areas for both recreation
and industry in the future, the impact of the geomorphological
processes will similarly increase.

Geomorphological processes are related to climate in a
complex manner, and neither they nor the anticipated climate
changes are known sufficiently well to provide other than ten
tative and qualitative conclusions about the future. Also, in
many cases, climate changes will give rise to opposing
effects, for example both warmer temperatures and increased
snowfall in relatively cold alpine areas, and it is hard to pre
dict which of these effects will exelt the stronger influence on
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crues (probablement plus intenses et plus frequentes), a la plus
grande epaisseur du lit des cours d'eau (augmentant le niveau des
eaux de crue), a I'erosion plus intense des berges et a I'instabilisa
tion laterale des chenaux. La figure I montre les cours d'eau ayant
teur source dans les regions alpines.

La ou le manteau nival aura diminue, on observera une reduc
tion de la capacite de stockage de J'eau et de I' apport d'eau par les
bassins versants au printemps et au debut de I'ete. La figure 1
montre les grandes rivieres de la region OU le debit printanier et
estival est significativement accru par la fonte du manteau nival et
des glaciers. La OU le recul glaciaire reduira I' etendue de la neige et
de la glace permanentes, I' apport d' eau de la fin de I' ere s'en trou
vera diminue. It en sera de meme de la capacite tampon d'un gla
cier a reduire les variations annuelles dans I' ecoulement des eaux
de ruissellement. Ces changements potentiels sont particuliere
ment importants dans les regions ou le climat est sec en ete, comme
dans la vallee de I'Okanagan, dans le centre sud de la Colombie
Britannique, ou I'agriculture et l'industrie utilisent I'eau prove
nant des montagnes adjacentes. Ut ou la neige sera plus abondante,
le stockage de I' eau et le ruissellement augmenteront.

phenomena such as glaciers and avalanches. In general, the
changes to alpine areas that are described here will take place
slowly over the course of decades, although some specific
effects, such as a glacier outburst flood, may occur suddenly.

The frequencies, magnitudes, and rates of geomorpho
logical processes will likely be altered due to human-induced
global warming, just as they have changed in the past due to
natural modifications of climate. Some evidence of past cli
mate fluctuations is preserved in alpine areas, for example, in
the moraines which indicate the former greater extent of gla
ciers and in the relict soil patterns that indicate the former
extent of permafrost. From this kind of information and from
process studies, some of the Iikely effects of future climatic
warming can be estimated, although in a rather general
fashion.

This report is designed to be used with Figure 1 (in
pocket). Report objectives are to inventory, describe, and
classify the geomorphological processes of the alpine areas in
Canada, and to indicate how these processes may be affected
by prospective changes in climate, paying special attention to
those processes that impinge on human activities.

The nature of the expected climate change is not yet well
defined. Current global climate models do not include realis
tic treatment of some factors that have a profound influence
on climate, such as the effects of ocean-atmosphere interac
tion, clouds, sea-ice, land-surface hydrology, and the bio
sphere. Also, the sources and sinks of greenhouse gases, and
natural climate variability are incompletely understood.
Another shortcoming is that global climate models do not
provide information about the rates of climate modification
over time.



The best quantitative estimate of climate change that is
currently available comes from a subjective comparison and
summary of the outputs of various global climate models by
the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (lPCC)
(Mitchell et aI., 1990). This paper concluded that for a dou
bled atmospheric concentration of greenhouse gases, the
equilibrium global mean temperature will increase by about
2.5°C (I.5°C to 4.5°C) and global average precipitation and
evaporation will increase by 3 to 15%. The IPCC projections
show that doubling of greenhouse gases could occur within
the next 30 to 40 years ifnothing is done to limit emissions.

Changes in temperature and precipitation across Canada,
based on IPCC repOlts, which are summarized in "Canada's
National Report on Climate Change, 1994" (Government of
Canada, 1994), are as follows. Global climate models predict
that temperature increases will be above the global mean in
winter, with greater increases (6°C) in the continental intelior
and less (4°C) near the Pacific and Atlantic coasts. Some
global climate models predict a winter temperature increase
of as much as lOoC in the High Arctic. Summer temperature
increases will be less, reaching 4°C except along the Pacific
and Arctic coasts. Increased winter precipitation is predicted

Figure 2. a) Alpine area at about 2500 m on Trophy Mountain, Cariboo
Mountains, central British Columhia. Small glaciers occupy north-facing
cirques on subdued glacial horns; diamond shaped scar on nearest glacier
marks a recent slab avalanche; vegetation is restricled to small herbaceous
plants and lichen. GSC J997-012A; b) Suhalpine parkland in the Stein River
basin al about 1850 m, Coast Mountains, British Columbia. Scattered
clumps ofsuhalpine fir and Enf?,lemann spruce separate openings with lush
herbaceous vef?,etation. GSC 1997-012B
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GSC

Figure 3. Location maps for physiographic regions that
include a/pine areas: a) western Cordillera; b) eastern
Canada (affer Bostock, 1970).

their neighbouring lowlands. GeomorphologicaJ processes
and landscapes in the alpine tundra zone are dissimilar to those
of their surroundings. These are the subject of this report.

The subalpine zone, with its discontinuous tree cover and
stunted, wind-shaped trees, is included in the above definition
of alpine areas. An excellent nontechnical account of the
physical and biological conditions of this transition zone is
provided by Amo and Hammerly (1984). They also described the
vrniability of the tirnberline environment, both physically and flo
risticaJJy, within the various mountain ranges of North
America.

for the entire country. Summer precipitation is projected to

increase north of 60oN, but there is no consensus as to the
change expected south of this latitude. Thus southern Canada
could experience reduced snowfall and increased rainfall,
and winter snow cover may become intermittent in regions
where it now persists throughout the winter. Significant
reductions in the duration of seasonal snow and ice cover
could occur in higher latitudes, although snowpack might
increase in areas where winter temperatures remain
below O°e.

The effects of climate change in the alpine zone, which
typically consists of small discrete areas, are not specifically
addressed by global climate models. Computing limitations
require that models be based on a coarse network of points,
typically equivalent to about 5° latitude, and climate outputs
are presented for sea level (Barry, 1992). The latter restriction
can be overcome to some extent for smaJl areas by using
quantitative techniques to determine the effects of elevation.
For the purposes of this report, changes in alpine climates are
assumed to reflect the broad regional trends, although the
magnitude of the anticipated changes is not known and will
probably differ with elevation and from one alpine area to
another. Consequently, this report will address the effects of
climate change as described in the above paragraph on
Canada, but in a generalized, nonquantitative manner.
Another difficulty stems from uncertainty about changes of
significance to alpine areas that result from the interaction of
opposing effects, such as snowpack thickness, which
depends upon the balance between increased snowfall and
warmer winter temperatures, and soil moisture content,
which is largely dependent on the balance between evapora
tion (i.e. summer temperatures) and precipitation.

ALPINE AREAS OF CANADA

Definition

The alpine zone includes areas of ground-hugging, shrubby
and herbaceous vegetation (alpine tundra), barren rocky areas
at high elevations, glaciers, and perennial snowbanks. For the
purposes of this report, a/pine areas are defined as land above
the altitudinal timberline (the upper limit of forest) (Fig. 2).

Under this definition, mountains in treeless arctic terrain,
such as those of Baffin and Ellesmere islands, are excluded,
and areas of low relief that lie above timberline, such as high
plateaus, are included. The justification for this is as follows.
Geomorphological processes are strongly influenced by cli
mate, and climate varies with elevation. In the temperate
zone, geomorphological processes and landforms at high ele
vations are dissimilar to those at elevations near sea level.
Conditions above timberline are characterized by widespread
glaciers and permafrost, relatively heavy precipitation,
severe frost action, and the influence of forest vegetation is
lacking. In arctic areas, differences between mountains and
lowlands are much less pronounced. Permafrost and severe
frost action are ubiquitous, glaciers commonly descend to sea
level, and deep-rooted vegetation is absent. Thus arctic
mountains are more appropriately discussed together with
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Regional distribution and characteristics

Alpine areas are widespread in the mountains and plateaus of
the Western CordilJera, and large tracts of the mountains and
uplands of Labrador and Newfoundland also lie above tim
berline (Fig. 1,3,4). The highest timberline in Canada exists
at an elevation of about 2100 m in the Rocky Mountains of
southwestern Alberta and southeastern British Columbia (see
'Timberline' section). Westward and northward, timberline
decreases in elevation, descending to about 1500 m in the

vicinity of Vancouver and slightly lower than this in the
Rocky Mountains at the boundary between British Columbia
and Yukon Territory. Many peaks in the Rocky Mountains,
the Columbia-Omineca Mountains, and the Coast Mountains
are more than 1000 m above timberline, and so a substantial
amount of rugged topography lies within the alpine zone
(Fig. 5). The continuity of this alpine terrain is commonly
interrupted by deep valleys, however, especially in the south
ern parts of the Cordillera.
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Farther north, the altitudinal timberline descends gradu
ally until it merges with the latitudinal timberline (latitude at
which tree growth stops) in the mountains of. northernmost
Yukon Territory and adjacent District of Mackenzie. The
British Mountains and northern Richardson Mountains are
included as alpine areas in Figure I, although the scattered
stands of trees that occur here hardly constitute a continuous
timberline (Fig. 6a). In these more northerly regions, alpine
areas are larger and more continuous. In northern British
Columbia and Yukon Territory, many plateaus rise above
timberline and support extensive areas of alpine terrain
(Fig.6b).

In eastern Canada, timberline declines northward from
1000-1100 m on Mount]acques-Cartier in the Chic-Chocs
Mountains of Gaspesie (Boudreau and Payette, 1974), to
about 550 m in the Mealy Mountains of southern Labrador, to
sea level at about S8°N (Fig. 7). Along the coasts of Labrador
and Newfoundland the elevation of timberline varies greatly
in response to contrasts in exposure to severe weather condi
tions; a strip of tundra extends southward along the coast of
Labrador, and broad, treeless areas extend down to sea level
in Newfoundland (Fig. 8). These areas are included with the
alpine areas discussed in this report because geomorphological
processes in the treeless landscapes are essentially the same
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Figure 5. a) Typical alpine area in the Coast
Mountains (Tantalus Range) British Columbia;
note serrate ridge crests above glacier basins
(cirques), small glaciers, perennial snow
patches, and avalanche tracks. GSC 1997-0J2C
b) Typical alpine area in the Cascade Mountains
near Mount Hewitt Bostock, British Columbia;
cirques are common but horns and serrate
ridges are absent. Rounded ridge crests are rem
nants ofan old erosion swiace, the upland sur
face of the interior plateaus. All summits were
overridden during the last Pleistocene glaciation.
GSC 1997-012D c) Alpine landscape in the Rocky
Mountains, including Mount Assiniboine. British
Columbia and Alberta; note serrate skyline, cirques
and troughs, and stratification ofsedimentary rocks.
GSC 1997-012£

c
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Figure 6.

a) Landscape along Stoney Creek in the northern
Richardson Mountains. Northwest Territories.
No continuous treeline exists here: trees cluster
in sheltered locations; note gently undulating al
pine area in distance. Photograph courtesy of
M. Church. b) Alpine plateau on Level Moun
tain, Stikine Plateau, north-central British b
Columbia. Note cirques (with snowbanks) cut
into plateau rim; frost-shattered rock in fore
ground. GSC /997-012F

Figure 7.

Alpine landscape in the Mealy Mountains of
Labrador. Note nivation hollows and benches
in the foreground. Photograph by R.J. Fulton.
GSC 161595
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Figure 8.

Long Range Mountains, Newfoundland; view
westwardfrom 450 m elevation, down an old gla
cial trough that was not occupied by ice during
the last glaciation. Note talus and rock glaciers
on north-facing slope with patchy cover ofdwmf
forest, and coastal plain beyond with a mosaic of
sedge bogs (pale patches) and dwmf spruce.
Photograph courtesy of lA Brookes.

Figure 9. Rugged unglaciated terrain in the northern
Mackenzie Mountains, Northl,vest Territories; vegetation is
sparse on slopes underlain by limestone. Photograph cour
tesy of M. Church.

as those in alpine areas at higher elevations. Along the eastern
side of Ungava Peninsula, the latitudinal and altitudinal tim
berlines merge into an extremely broad transition zone on a
long, gentle incline (Arno and Hammerly, 1984). In Figure I,
timberline in this area was drawn arbitrarily at about 300 m
a.s.1.

The types of geomorphological processes that operate
within alpine areas and their sevet;ty are strongly influenced
by local topography, particularly slope steepness, by weather
and climate, by local bedrock and surficial materials and their
weathering products, and by the presence or absence of per
mafrost. Some of these conditions are shown in Figure I and
described briefly here (see Appendix A). The lack of trees
and the absence of the stabilizing effects of their extensive
root systems also affect slope processes in alpine areas.

The topographic characteristics of alpine areas are shown
in a generalized form in Figure I because slope steepness and
topographic detail cannot be represented adequately on a
small scale map. Most physiographic regions within which
the alpine areas occur are shown as either mountains or pla
teaus (sometimes called highlands). Mountains are charac
terized by steep slopes at high elevations, rugged topography,
and serrate skylines (e.g. Fig. 2, Sa, c). By way of contrast,
plateaus consist of level or gently sloping terrain at high ele
vations, overlooking deep, steep-sided valleys (e.g. Fig. 6b).
A few relatively low-elevation, gently sloping alpine areas
occur on hills or in areas of low relief (Fig. 6a).

Alpine landscapes display strong evidence of their his
tory. Most alpine areas were sculpted by ice during the glacia
tions of the Pleistocene Epoch. In the mountains, glacial
horns, knife-edged ridges, cirques, and V-shaped valleys
dominate the scenery (Fig. Sa, c). On plateaus, many of which
were overridden by an ice sheet during glacial maxima, horns
are absent, and knife-edged ridges are uncommon, although
cirques and U-shaped valleys are abundant (Fig. 5b, 6b). Gla
cial deposits are widespread in both landscapes. The
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Figure JO.

Old Glory Mountain in the Monashee Moun
tains, southern British Columbia. The ruined
buildings at upper right are the remains of the
highest weather station in Canada (2350 m),
which operatedFom 1945 to /967 when it was
destroyed byfire. The white cabin on the summit
is a forest fire lookout. GSC /997-012G

Figure 11. A mining camp and exploration roads at 1225 m
elevation in the rugged Se!wyn Mountains, Yukon Territory.
GSC 1997-0/2H
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nonglacial geomorphological processes described below
have modified these glacial landscapes during the relatively
short span (10 000 to 12 000 years) of postglacial time.

Large areas of central and northern Yukon TeITitory and
the adjacent Mackenzie Mountains in the Northwest
Territories remained ice-free during Pleistocene glaciations
(cf. Prest et aI., 1967). Landforms here reflect the effects of
weathering, running water, mass movement, and other geo
morphological processes operating over a time span of mil
lions of years (Fig. 9).

Alpine weather and climate are characterized by their
temporal and spatial variability, rather than by any particular
set of attributes. Topographic irregularities and elevation dif
ferences give rise to marked changes over short distances in
parameters such as temperature, precipitation, snow depth,
and soil moisture. Most of this variability is not documented
by standard climate records because there are almost no cli
mate stations in alpine areas (Fig. 10). The broad regional cli
matic trends of precipitation and temperature that are
recorded by lowland weather stations, however, do also occur
in alpine areas, and, in fact, are reflected by alpine geomor
phological features. These broad patterns have been indicated
in Figure I by the delimitation of climatic regions. Regional
boundaries represent gradual transitions of climate. Thus
regions of wet, windward slopes are distinguished from the
considerably drier rainshadow areas on the leeward sides of
the mountains; for example, see the east and west subdivi
sions of the southern Rocky Mountains. Relatively temperate
alpine regions are distinguished from colder subarctic
regions; for example, see the southern and northern subdivi
sions of the Rocky Mountains. In this report, the terms mari
time and continental are used to distinguish coastal
mountains, which experience equable, oceanic climates,
from inland mountains that experience drier, more extreme
(greater annual and diurnal temperature ranges) climates.

Human use of the alpine zone includes such diverse activ
ities as recreation, hunting, mining, cattle grazing, and use by
native peoples, with recreation predominating in the less
extensive but relatively accessible alpine areas adjacent to



southern population centres (Fig. 11). Roads, power lines,
pipe lines, communication beacons, and other facilities are
also located in the alpine zone. Settlements in alpine areas
range from the overnight camps of hikers and cross-country
skiers to seasonally occupied mining and hunting camps and
year-round resorts and lodges. Many users of the alpine zone
are exposed to potentially hazardous geomorphological
processes, such as snow avalanches and rockfalls. Hazards
are processes with considerable potential to damage struc
tures and injure humans, and not readily controlled by engin
eering works. (Hazardous weather conditions are not
considered in this report.) Some activities in the alpine zone are
affected by terrain conditions that are a nuisance or that make
construction more expensive, but are not life-threatening, such
as boggy ground (i.e. organic soils) and permafrost. These are
refelTed to as constraints rather than hazards.

TIMBERLINE

Definition

Timherline is the boundary between montane forests and
alpine tundra. Although this boundary appears as a line on
most maps, when viewed more closely, it is a belt or zone of

a

transitional vegetation (the timberline ecotone) that lies
between continuous forest and the treeless alpine tundra
(Arno and Hammerly, 1984) (Fig. 12). This zone, which is
included in the definition of alpine areas used in this report,
includes forest with openings, sometimes referred to as forest
tundra, park-like areas with tree clusters (tree islands and rib
bon forests), stunted and wind-distorted trees, and the
krummholtz (low, horizontally-spreading bushy conifers)
zone. The transition takes place over a range in elevation of
about 300 m, although it may be narrower or broader, depend
ing upon local conditions.

One of the most apparent effects of climate change in
alpine areas is the up- or downslope migration of timberline.
This can result in a great change in the areal extent of alpine
areas (and the significance of alpine geomorphic processes),
and so warrants discussion here.

Climatic controls

In general, the elevation of timberline is controlled by tem
perature and snowfall. Local variations in elevation derive
from the effects of wind, severe winter conditions such as
desiccation and intense sunlight, aspect (slope orientation),

Figure 12.

a) Timberline in Cathedral Provincial Park,
southeastern Cascade Mountains, British
Columbia. Note how the elevation and width
of the timberline ecotone varies with terrain
characteristics such as slope steepness and
rockiness. GSC 1997-0121 b) Timberline eco
tone near Mount Hewitt BosLOck, Cascade
Mountains, British Columbia. Tree rows and
islands occupy low mounds and ridges that
have a longer snow-free season than adjacent
depressions. The resulting parkland extends
over a vertical range of about 300 m.
GSC 1997-012J
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slope steepness, soil types and moisture conditions, perma
frost, and geomorphological processes such as snow ava
lanches (Amo and Hammerly, 1984). Timberline elevation is
also influenced by nonclimatic effects such as fire and over
grazing (Griggs, 1938; Arno and Hammerly, 1984, p. 50-51).

The most significant limiting factor for tree growth is
summer temperature. The relations between temperature and
tree growth are complex; for example, different temperature
controls apply to each biological process, such as germina
tion, growth, and photosynthesis. A growing season of about
two months is an additional requirement for tree growth. On a
regional scale, however, both arctic and alpine timberlines
appear to coincide with the 10°C isotherm for the warmest
month of the year, usually July (Tranquillini, 1979). This
straightforward measure can thus be used to estimate timber
line positions. (That coniferous trees can survive extremely
low temperatures during their period of winter dormancy is
demonstrated by their growth in the coldest parts of Canada.)

The second significant factor, snowfall, influences tim
berline elevation through the adverse effects of late-lying
snow on successful germination. Hence timberline is
depressed in regions where snowfall is heavy and where cool
summers retard melt. At the regional scale, other components
of precipitation and soil moisture conditions probably do not
restrict tree growth at timberline in Canadian mountains
(Amo and Hammerly, 1984).

As a result, regional patterns of summer temperature and
snowfall can tbus be used to explain most of the observed
variation in timberline elevation. The general west to east rise
in timberline that occurs across each of the northwest
trending mountain belts in British Columbia reflects decreas
ing snowfall and increasing summer warmth (Fig. 4b). The
general northward decline of timberline reflects increasingly
cool summers at higher latitudes.

Effects of climate change

There have been numerous studies of the effects of past cli
mate change on timberline elevations (e.g. see Beaudoin,
1989, and references therein for examples from the Canadian
Rocky Mountains; and Lamb, 1985, for an example from
Labrador). Evidence provided by pollen and macrofossils
(wood, leaves, and seeds) preserved in bogs and lakes indi
cates that several times during postglacial time (the 10000 to
12000 years since the last major glaciation), timberline ele
vation changed by several tens of metres. The total postgla
cial range of timberline elevations in the southern Rocky
Mountains may have been as much as 200 m, accompanying a
1.0oC range in average July temperatures (Luckman and Kear
ney, 1986). Relatively abrupt changes in climate that have
occurred dUling the Little Ice Age of the past few centuries
are evidenced by relicts of former forests at elevations above
present timberline (Fig. 13). For example, Luckman (1994)
has shown that dead trees on the slopes of Mount Wilcox near
the Columbia Icefields colonized the slope as timberline rose
between the late 1300s and mid-1500s; subsequently, a major
dieback of trees OCCUITed during cooling in the latter half of
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the 17th century. Young living trees on this same slope
indicate that it is being recolonized, and that timberline is cur
rently advancing (Kearney, 1982).

Many studies have reported that a current advance of
alpine timberlines is a widespread phenomenon, although
others have noted that the response of timberline vegetation
to climate change is not straightforward. Invasions of tree
seedlings into alpine meadows and increases in tree density in
forests close to timberline have been reported from the moun
tains of both eastern and western Canada (e.g. Brink, 1959;
Kearney, 1982; Payette and Filion, 1984, and references
therein). Although in general, this phenomenon can be attrib
uted to the climatic warming that has occurred since the end
of the Little Ice Age (about the mid-nineteenth century), the
process is complex. Successful germination depends upon
the coincidence of high seed production with snow-free con
ditions, hence light snowfall or early melt, and warmth. Sub
sequently, the survival of seedlings is dependent upon

Figure 13. Timberline ecotone on Old Glory Mountain,
Monashee Mountains, British Columbia: standing snags are
considerably larger than living trees and may be relicts/ram
a time o/warmer climate and higher timberline prior to the
Little Ice Age 0/ the seventeenth to nineteenth centuries.
GSC 1997-0l2K
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Figure 14. Hypsographic curves fO/' two drainage basins in
the Coast Mountains a) and two drainage basins in the Rocky
Mountains b) ofsouthern British Columbia, showing the effects
ofpotential timherline rise on the extent ofalpine areas. Hyp
sographic curves are graphs that express the relation benveen
proportional land area (horizontal axis) and altitude (verti
cal axis), Curves were constructed for two typical, small
drainage basins in each area. In the Coast Mountain basins.
alpine areas presently occupy 38 and 17% of the area. Tim
berline rise of200 m (TI to TIl) would reduce these areas to 21
and 3% respectively. In the Rocky Mountain basins, alpine areas
presently occupy 65 and 26% of the area. Timberline rise of
200 m would reduce these areas to 46 and 100/( respectively.

GEOMORPHOLOGICAL PROCESSES

The impact of a reduction in the extent of treeless alpine
areas is hard to assess because it will occur slowly and irregu
larly, over many decades, as young trees expand upslope.
Alpine meadows at relatively low elevations will be trans
formed into parkland or forest, and present subalpine
parkland will develop a continuous tree cover. Clearly, the
visual and aesthetic qualities of the present alpine areas will
be significantly changed, and hence their use for recreation
and tourism. The extent of alpine meadows available for
wildlife and for Summer grazing of cattle will decline, unless
the establishment of tree seedlings is prevented by the brows
ing of the animals or fire. In the long run, a rise in timberline
will result in an increase in the land base for the timber indus
try, and a decrease in the zone where most snow avalanches
are initiated (see section on 'Glacial processes ').

Geomorphological processes and climate

Geomorphological processes are dynamic actions or events
that occur at the Earth's surface due to the application ofnatu
ral forces. Such forces result from gravity, temperature

summer warmth, a relatively long growing season, adequate
summer moisture, and protective snow cover in winter. Some
workers have noted the failure of timberlme to respond, or a
delayed response, to warming trends. Brink ( 1964), for exam
ple, noted that soi I instability resulting from frost action and
gravitational effects retarded colonization of ground exposed
by glacier recession. Also, Payette et al. (1989) concluded
that vegetation resilience to environmental change is a sig
nificant factor: recent warming has not compensated for the
detrimental effects of Little Ice Age cooling at their study site
at an exposed location in northern Quebec. Thus, climatic
warming will probably result in a general upward migration
ofthe timberline ecotone, although the vegetation response at
any particular site may be strongly influenced by local physi
cal conditions or retarded by biological constraints.

Accordingly, both the magnitude offuture timberline rise
and the associated decrease in the extent of alpine areas are
hard to estimate. The average environmental lapse rate (tem
perature decrease with increasing elevation) is O.6QC/100 m.
Thus if temperature were the only variable involved, timber
line would eventually rise by about 167 m for each 1QC of
warming of mean July temperature. This assumption is obvi
ously overly simplistic because it does not consider changes
in other climate parameters, such as snowfall and soil mois
ture, nor changes in climate variability. It does suggest, how
ever, that the projected timberline advance due to climate
warming in the next century may be greater than that of the
previous 10000-12000 years. The effect on the extent of
alpine areas of a 200 m rise in timberline is illustrated in
Figure 14. The reduction in the areal extent of the alpine zone
will be greatest where extensive alpine areas lie at elevations
close to present-day timberline, such as in some plateau areas
of northern British Columbia, Yukon Territory, and
Labrador.
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changes, freezing and thawing, chemical reactions, seismic
shaking, and the agencies of wind and moving water, ice, and
snow. Where and when a force exceeds the strength of the
earth material (rock, soil, ice), the material is changed by
deformation, translocation, or chemical reactions.

The magnitude of the force that results from gravity
depends upon slope steepness, and rock mineralogy deter
mines chemical reactions, but the active controls on geomor
phological processes are weather and climate. The climatic
parameters that are commonly the most important in this
regard are not the standard ones, such as monthly means of
temperature and precipitation. Rather, the magnitude of
exceptional events and the variability of temperature are sig
nificant. Thus for example, an unusually high-intensity rain
storm may generate more debris flows during a few hours
than have occurred during the previous century. Also, the
intensity of processes such as frost heave is much more
closely related to the number of freeze-thaw cycles during a
season than to mean monthly temperatures.

The resistance of earth materials to the forces that act
upon them is a function of their inherent strength, internal
cohesion, and interparticle friction. The strength of intact
rock varies widely with rock type, but is generally greater
than the strength of surficial materials (soils) such as glacial
deposits. The strength of surficial materials depends on char
acteristics such as particle size, water content, bulk density,
the presence or absence of ice as a cementing agent, and the
extent and type of vegetation.

Vegetation is significant for several reasons. It increases
slope stability and reduces erosion potential because inter
locking roots increase bulk soil cohesion and thus strength.
Leaves and stems absorb the impact of raindrops, and the
vegetation mat slows surface water flow and, over a longer
term, evaporation and transpiration from vegetation reduce
runoff. Of particular significance in alpine (and arctic) areas
is the way in which vegetation insulates the soil and influ
ences its thermal regime.

The relations between climate and geomorphological
processes are complex. Many geomorphological systems
absorb and accumulate energy and matter (moisture and sedi
ment) until some critical threshold value is exceeded, and
then undergo a period of rapid change. Systems may be in sta
ble or unstable states of equilibrium. In the former case, an
external force effects only a temporary modification of the
system, which eventually returns to its original state. A sys
tem in unstable equilibrium, however, would be permanently
changed. Feedback loops are common within geomorpho
logical systems, and feedback may enhance or delay the
operative process. In addition, the history of a landscape is
usually significant. Many geomorphic systems are still
responding to the effects of the last Pleistocene glaciation
which ended between 12000 and 10 000 years ago.

Thus each geomorphological process that is operating
within a system is a result of the complex response of earth
materials to climate, local conditions (material type,
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vegetation, and slope steepness), past events, and the effects
of other, contemporaneous processes. Each process has its
own thresholds and response times.

Our knowledge of geomorphological processes, as
described in the following sections of this report, is based on
site monitoring, modelling and simulation, and studies of relict
landforms related to paleoclimates. Numerous investigations
have been carried out in Canada, and the results of work from
alpine environments elsewhere are also applicable here. In
general, processes have been well described and controlling
factors identified in qualitative or semiquantitative terms, but
there are few precise quantitative descriptions of the mecha
nisms involved.

For purposes of predicting changes in alpine geomorphol
ogy due to global warming, lack of quantitative data about
processes is not a serious drawback because little quantitative
information exists about predicted climate changes. Changes
in climate parameters significant to geomorphological
processes, such as the magnitude of extreme events and diur
nal temperature fluctuations, have not been specified;
regional patterns and time frame are only vaguely known.

As a consequence of considerations outlined in the above
two paragraphs, this paper contains only qualitative sugges
tions as to the nature and direction of the response of geomor
phological processes to climate warming and related effects.

Geomorphological processes in alpine areas

Some geomorphological processes, such as those associated
with glaciers, are restricted to cold environments. Others,
such as the effects of streams and wind, operate in a variety of
environments, including the alpine zone. Processes that are
restricted to cold and alpine environments are emphasized in
this report; the discussion of other processes is relatively
brief.

In this report, geomorphological processes are classified
as follows:

Permafrost processes are related to the presence of con
tinuously frozen ground, and to long-term (usually decades or
longer) freezing or thawing of the ground;

Frost action processes are dominated by the effects of
short-term (annual or less) freezing and thawing;

Nival processes result from the accumulation and melting
of the annual snowpack, including snow avalanches;

Glacial processes are associated with permanent snow
and ice;

Mass movement is the downs lope movement of earth
materials induced by gravity;

Stream processes include erosion and deposition by run
ning water; and

Wind processes involve erosion and deposition by wind.



PERMAFROST PROCESSES

Introduction

The term permafrost refers to the thermal cond ition of ground
that remains at zero or subzero (OC) temperatures for more
than one year. Thus permafrost exists where the depth
reached by winter freezing exceeds that of summer thaw. The
shallow surface zone, known as the active layer, that thaws in
summer and refreezes in autumn, ranges in thickness from a
few centimetres to a few metres. In the arctic and the highest
alpine areas permafrost is typically tens or hundreds of metres
thick, and is continuous, except beneath deep lakes and rivers
that do not freeze to their base in winter. Toward lower lati
tudes and elevations, permafrost thins and becomes patchy
and discontinuous (Fig. 1). Near the margins of permafrost
areas, the presence or absence of permafrost is difficult to
ascertain because it commonly has no surface expression.

In Canada, the widespread permafrost in arctic and sub
arctic regions has received considerable attention from scien
tists and engineers. Permafrost in alpine areas is of relatively
limited extent and has received little attention.

Ice is commonly present in pelmafrost. In coarse textured
soils (sand, gravel, rubbly weathered rock) it usuaJly fills only
the pore spaces between adjacent particles, but finer materials
(silt, clay) commonly contain segregated ice (distinct masses
of ice) which may make up as much as 90% of the volume of
the frozen ground. Melting of this ice-rich permafrost can
result in erosion, landslides, ground subsidence, and other
adverse effects. Coarse materials with interstitial ice and bed
rock at subzero temperatures are the common types of perma
frost in most alpine areas, and melting can contribute to slope
failure.

The distribution of permafrost is controlled primarily by
atmospheric temperatures, with the mean annual soil tem
perature usually being several degrees warmer than the mean
annual air temperature. On the "Permafrost in Canada" map,
Brown (1967) used the 17°F (-8°C) and 30°F (-1 QC) mean
annual isotherms to approximate the southern limits of con
tinuous and discontinuous permafrost respectively. On a
local scale, ground temperatures are strongly influenced by
ten-ain and vegetation conditions. Permafrost is favoured by a

relatively thin winter snow cover, thick peaty soils that are
poor conductors of heat in summer when they are dry, pres
ence of moss and vegetation cover (summer insulation),
nOltherly slope aspect, and cold air drainage (downslope
movement of cold air causing unusually cold temperatures).
The thermal properties of soil and rock and local hydrological
conditions are also important.

The distribution of frozen ground may be further compli
cated by the presence of relict permafrost. This is frozen
ground that is not in thermal equilibrium with present condi
tions because it dates from a period of cooler climate. It
warms and melts very slowly due to the insulation that is pro
vided by overlying earth materials and vegetation. Depend
ing upon the original temperature, thickness, and ice content
of the permafrost, melting may take a year or two, or it may
require millennia.

Distribution and character ofpermafrost in
alpine areas

The distribution of permafrost in alpine areas is not well
known because the extent and thickness of the frozen ground
are exceedingly irregular. This patchy distribution results
from extreme variability in the character of land surface and
vegetation cover. In rugged telTain, air and ground tempera
tures, snowpack thickness, slope aspect and steepness, soil
and rock types, vegetation characteristics, and moisture con
ditions can change markedly over distances of only a few
metres (cf. Ives, 1974; Pewe, 1983). Permafrost limits are
hard to map because the frozen ground is not usually a visible
feature of the landscape. There are some distinctive land
forms (Fig. 15), but these are not present on every patch of
permafrost, and so its limits cannot be identified precisely by
air photo interpretation (Brown, 1974). Subsurface investiga
tions by probing or drilling are only feasible for small areas
such as construction sites. Further, where permafrost is thin,
and in response to short-term climate fluctuations, patches of
frozen ground may melt and refreeze over time spans ofjust a
few years. Deeper patches of relict permafrost may be present
as well. The extent of permafrost is already gradually
decreasing, and this is expected to continue, exacerbating the
mapping problem.

Figure 15.

Stone stripes - rows of boulders separated by
tUlI bands - on Cathedral Ridge, southeastern
Cascade Mountains. British Columbia. These
features suggest that permafrost is (or has
recently been) present here. GSC 1997-012L
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Generalized elevation limits of permafrost in the eastern
Cordillera (Rocky Mountains-Mackenzie Mountains) have
been compiled by Harris and Brown (1982; also in Harris,
1986) on the basis of extensive field observations (Fig. 4a).
The lower limit of continuous permafrost appears to decline
northward from about 2200 m at 49°N in southern Alberta to
1500 m at600N, to about sea level at 67°N. Below this limit in
the Alberta Rocky Mountains is a broad zone of discontinu
ous pelmafrost where the distribution of frozen ground is
closely controlled by the terrain and vegetation factors men
tioned above. Most discontinuous permafrost lies within the
subalpine and montane forest zones however, because in
these relatively dry regions, the lower limit of continuous per
mafrost roughly coincides with timberline.

Westward across British Columbia, the permafrost limit
generally rises in response to warmer mean annual tempera
tures and increasing snowfall (Fig. 4b). Because timberline
decreases westward, the alpine zone includes an increasingly
broad band of permafrost-free telTain. Across each mountain
range, permafrost limits probably ascend steeply from east to
west in response to the increasing thickness of winter snow
packs. This effect has been mapped only in the Rocky Moun
tains (Harris and Brown, 1982), but it is evident elsewhere in
the predominance of rock glaciers (glacier-like masses of
rubble with cores of permafrost), rather than true glaciers on
the drier, eastern side of each mountain range (Fig. 16). In the
western Coast Mountains and the wetter parts of the
Columbia Mountains, permafrost is relatively rare (cf.
Mathews, 1955), although patches of frozen ground may
exist at exposed, windswept locations where winter snow
cover is thin or absent.

Permafrost is virtually continuous within the alpine areas
of Yukon Territory (cf. Harris, 1983), and is hundreds of
metres thick in the northern parts of the territory.

Permafrost is present throughout the aJpine areas of
Labrador and Quebec, where the limits of frozen ground cor
respond approximately with timberline (Ives, 1962; Brown,
1979). In central Labrador-Ungava, permafrost is 60 to 100 m

thick below treeless ridge crests that are swept free of snow
by strong winds (Granberg, 1973; Ives, 1974). The presence
of permafrost at the summits of the Mealy Mountains,
Labrador and the Otish Mountains, Quebec, is indicated by
sUlface features (Brown, 1979). Thick permafrost in the
Torngat Mountains probably developed when these moun
tains were ice-free during the last glaciation (Ives, 1979). No
permafrost investigations have been published for
Newfoundland, although permafrost is present on the higher
ridges of the Long Range Mountains (Natural Resources
Canada, J995). Permafrost underlies the 1000-1100 m sum
mit plateaus of the Chic-Chocs Mountains of Gaspesie, south
of the Gulf of St. Lawrence. The frozen ground, which is in
equilibrium with present-day temperatures, is about 60 m
thick on Mount Jacques-Cartier, and its extent generally cor
responds to that of alpine tundra (Gray and Brown, 1979).

Permafrost sensitivity to climate change

The sensitivity of frozen ground to climate change has been
demonstrated by the response of arctic and low-elevation per
mafrost to past tluctuations in climate. For example, relict
patterned ground, which is widespread in both alpine and
arctic environments, is a clear indication of colder climates in
the distant past. More recently, climate warming between the
late 1800s and 1940s resulted in an increase in mean annual
ground temperature of 3°C in the Mackenzie Valley; subse
quently, and priOl' to 1975, cooling of 1°C occurred (Mackay,
1975). Mackay estimated that the 3°C warming may have
brought about a 320 km (200 mile) northward shift of the
southern boundary of continuous permafrost. This is roughly
equivalent to an increase in elevation of about 500 m for the
permafrost limit in mountainous terrain. More recently, sev
eral authors have reponed recession of permafrost as a result
of climate ameJioration (see Williams and Smith, 1989,
p.80-81).

Recent studies of the potential effects on permafrost of cli
mate warming, summarized in Williams and Smith (1989)
and Smith (1990), have shown that, in general, the thermal

Figure 16.

A rock glacier on the eastern side ofthe southern
Coast Mountains near Lytton, British Columbia.
GSC 1997-012M
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regime of permafrost will respond to changes in mean annual
(atmospheric) temperature, but the response will be slow
because undisturbed ground is buffered from the atmosphere
by soil, peat, and vegetation. The response will also be com
plex because, for example, the nature of the vegetation itself
may change slowly with changing climate. The precise ther
mal response at any given location will depend upon the char
acteristics of the natural surface and site conditions,
especially wetness, including the ice content of permafrost at
the base of the active layer, and snow cover (cf. Smith and
Riseborough, 1983; Smith, 1986).

The predicted increase in the amount of winter snowcover
further complicates the estimation of ground temperature
response (Williams and Smith, 1989, p. 81). It has been
shown that ground temperatures will increase in response to
thickening of snow pack (Goodrich, 1982; Smith, 1990).
Much more rapid changes in ground temperatures over a
small area can result from direct human modification of soil,
vegetation, and hydrological conditions, and from fire.

Smith (1990) indicated that in the case of continuous per
mafrost, where ground temperatures are many degrees below
zero, predicted warming will not result in significant changes
in the distribution of permafrost. The chief effect would be a
thickening of the active layer in response to warmer summer
temperatures. In areas of discontinuous permafrost, however,
where much permafrost is warmer than -3°C, widespread dis
appearance of permafrost would occur under the predicted
climate warming, although this would take many centuries
(Williams and Smith, 1989, p. 80).

Effects of climate change and impact on
human activities

Permafrost that is in thermal equilibrium with its environ
ment is an essentially static feature, but permafrost degrada
tion (melting) due to slow warming of the ground as a result of
climate change or human disturbance gives rise to distinctive
geomorphological processes. An increase in atmospheric
temperatures causes warming of the ground from the top
down. This may result in a thickening of the active layer only,
or, where permafrost is relatively warm, it may cause thawing
of the upper part of the permafrost below the depth reached by
seasonal temperature fluctuations, or, where permafrost is
warm and thin, it may eventually bring about its partial or
total disappearance. Pal1ial disappearance leaves lenses of
relict permafrost below the active layer. The potential effects
of these changes on the natural environment and related
impacts on human activities depend largely on the ice content
of the permafrost, and, to a lesser extent, on the morphology
of the terrain, especially slope steepness.

Thawing of ice-rich permafrost releases water and
reduces soil strength, resulting in local coJ]apse and subsi
dence of the ground. This is the basic cause of most geotech
nical problems in permafrost areas. In areas oflow relief, this
thaw-settlement produces irregular small hills and water
filled depressions, referred to as thermokarst terrain after
similar features that result from the chemical dissolution of

limestone. Thaw lakes and depressions may rapidly enlarge
due to thermal erosion (i.e. melting of ice) by moving water in
streams or by waves on lakes.

Widespread relict and active thermokarst features associ
ated with ice-rich permafrost in the western Arctic have
received much attention. Rampton (1973, 1982) concluded
that thawing of ice-rich permafrost during a past period of
warmer climate gave rise to the numerous lakes (thaw lakes)
of the western Arctic Coastal Plain, and Mackay (1975) sug
gested that recently active thaw lakes in the upper Mackenzie
Valley date from the late 1800s to 1940s warm period. Burn
and Smith (1990) indicated that the development of thaw
lakes near Mayo, Yukon Tenitory, may have been influenced
by forest fires as well as by climate warming. They suggested
that future climate warming could accelerate present rates of
lake expansion.

Thermokarst terrain is not widespread in alpine areas,
except on debris-covered glaciers, due to the limited extent in
the mountains of the thick silty soils that typically have a high
content of ground ice. There are no published studies known
to the writer of alpine thelmokarst in Canada. Although
highly generalized, the permafrost map of Canada (Natural
Resources Canada, 1995) indicates that the ground ice con
tent of mountain permafrost is very low, ranging from 0% to
less than 10%. Small enclaves of ice-rich permafrost likely
exist in valleys and depressions within the alpine zone where
fine-textured soils, such as glacial lake sediments, are pres
ent, and climate warming could trigger thermokarst develop
ment at such sites. In undisturbed areas, thaw-settlement will
probably occur slowly with no major environmental impact.
Where roads or other developments have been built on ice
lich permafrost, thawing could be more rapid, causing local
subsidence and erosion. The extent of the problems that arise
will probably depend on the measures taken to protect the
permafrost during the initial construction, such as insulation
with gravel.

Another group of permafrost features that may be modi
fied by thaw comprises plateaus and mounds (palsas) of peat.
Palsas have been raised one or two metres above their sur
roundings due to the growth of ice lenses in the underlying
peat (Fig. 17). They are widespread in bogs in the discontinu
ous permafrost zone, and are common near the latitudinal and
elevation limits of permafrost. They are not permanent fea
tures, but pass through a cycle offormation and decay even in
the absence of climate change (Seppala, 1986), such that
some mounds may be growing while others nearby are melt
ing and collapsing. In some areas, the extent of these small
landforms is declining (Kershaw and Gill, 1979). Climate
warming, paI1icularly warmer winters, and increasing snow
fall will result in melting ofthe permafrost lenses and lead to a
further decline in the extent of palsas in presently marginal
permafrost areas. The effect of this on human activities is not
detrimental, as roads and settlements generally avoid boggy
ground, and reduction of permafrost will simplify construc
tion should it be necessary.

Slope instability due to reduction in the strength of sur
face materials and addition of water is likely to be a much
more widespread effect of permafrost degradation in alpine
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Figure 17.

Palsas (peat plateaus) on the Stikine Plateau,
north-central British Columbia. GSC 1997-012N

areas than thermokarst alone (cf. Smith, 1986). The signifi
cance of the resulting slope processes will depend upon the
nature of the materials that are melting and their ice content.
For example, thaw of ice-poor rock may only increase the fre
quency of rockfalls from cl iffs where rockfalls already occur,
but thaw of ice-rich materials may lead to major slope
instability.

Landslides and deblis flows caused by melting of ice-rich
permafrost can be broadly divided into two types: shallow
skin slides and flows, and deeper-seated slides, slumps, and
associated debris flows.

Skin slides and flows occur where a thawing, relatively
thin layer of water-saturated material becomes unstable,
slides over the underlying frozen ground, and then flows rap
idly downslope as a viscous fluid, rafting away surface soil
and shallow-rooted vegetation. Initial failure can occur on
slopes as gentle as 5° (Cm'son and Bovis, 1989). Downslope,
where a flow comes to rest, soil and vegetation are buried by
muddy debris. If the bare ground of the slide scar is underlain
by icy permafrost, further melting and repeated failure may
occur, enlarging the affected area and creating a scar that may
take decades or longer to heal. This process occurs sporadi
cally under present-day conditions, with the timing of slides
influenced by factors such as the rate of thawing of the lower
active layer (Lewkowicz, 1992). Thickening of the active
layer and/or melting of the upper part of the permafrost due to
climate warming would likely increase the frequency of such
events and the extent of disturbed ground.

Skin slides and flows are related to the presence of ice
rich permafrost, and, as noted above, this is not extensive in
most alpine areas, particularly in the more southerly moun
tains. Shallow failures in icy permafrost will be most likely
where hillsides are underlain by predominantly silty
materials, such as fine-textured, weakly consolidated or
weathered sedimentary rocks, and silty glacial deposits.

Skin slides and flows will have a significant impact on any
human activities in their path. Conversely, human distur
bance of vegetation and terrain can accelerate this process,
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especially during a period of climate warming. Tundra fires
are an additional contributing factor because these also result
in loss of vegetation and soil cover. Landslide scars on moun
tainsides will be clearly visible from great distances, a nega
tive visual impact in the opinion of many people.

Deep-seated landslides (e.g. thaw slumps). typically
occur on slopes underlain by ice-rich permafrost and are com
monly triggered by wave or stream erosion at the toe of
stream-side bluffs (cf. French, 1976, p. 119-125; Burn and
Lewkowicz, 1990). Mechanical and thermal erosion by the
moving water leads to the exposure of ice lenses and icy sedi
ments. The resulting melting triggers slumping and rapid
recession of the bluffs, and commonly, the generation of
semifluid debris and mudflows at the bluff toe. These
processes are well known from arctic coastal lowlands, but as
in the case of thermokarst, they likely affect only small areas
in the alpine zone. Acceleration of these processes will likely
accompany future warming of permafrost and surface waters.

Slope movements can also result from melting of inter
stitial ice in coarse-textured materials that underlie steep
slopes. and from melting of ice veins in bedrock. For exam
ple. in continental mountains where unvegetated moraines
recently exposed by glacier recession lie in the permafrost
zone, the coarse, rubbly morainal material is held together by
interstitial ice. Melting of this ice results in ravelling and
slumping on steep moraines, and provides material for debris
flows that can be generated by heavy rain (cf. Zimmermann
and Haeberli, 1992). Similarly, melting of vein ice that fills
cracks in bedrock can result in increased frequency and mag
nitude of rockfalls from cliffs.

A major engineering problem associated with permafrost
is determination of the precise extent of frozen ground in the
discontinuous permafrost zone. Construction on permafrost
requires special measures to insulate and maintain the ground
in its frozen state, and is nOlmally more expensive than simi
lar construction on unfrozen ground. Thus it is desirable to
minimize construction costs by avoiding permafrost if possi
ble and by applying special measures only where permafrost
exists. Difficulties arise because, as mentioned earlier,



permafrost limits are hard to map. There is, as well, the per
verse prospect that where a building has been erected on per
mafrost, the permafrost may subsequently disappear,
requiring the maintenance of an artificial climate in the soil
that supports the building!

Williams and Smith (1989) pointed out that, even without
thawing, warming of frozen ground results in a loss of
strength because the deformation of ice occurs more readily
at warmer temperatures. Thus, for example, warming could
lead to a decrease in the bearing capacity of piles driven into
frozen ground.

Summary

Most problems of construction on pelmafrost or environ
mental change due to permafrost melting are associated with
frozen ground that has a high ice content. As far as is known,
icy permafrost is not extensive in the mostly coarse-grained
soils of the alpine zone, although it is likely present where
Quaternary sediments or weakly consolidated sedimentary
rocks give rise to fine-textured (predominantly silt or fine
sand) soils. The effects of climate warming on permafrost are
likely to occur slowly because the ground is insulated from
the atmosphere by soil and vegetation. In general, the thermal
regime of permafrost is more sensitive to human actions such
as removal of vegetation cover and tundra fires, than ;0 cli
mate change.

Long-term results of climate warming will likely include
an increase in thickness of the active layer, melting of the
upper part of permafrost below the base of the active layer,
disappearance of permafrost in marginal areas, and a reduc
tion in the strengtll of frozen ground due to warming. Surface
expressions of these changes, which will be evident in some
alpine areas, will include slow subsidence and development
of small lakes (thermokarst), and an increase in the frequency
of landslides and debris flows. The effects of climate warm
ing and associated problems will be greatest in areas of dis
continuous and thin permafrost.

FROST ACTION PROCESSES

A variety of geomorphological processes is associated with
the short term freeze-thaw cycles that occur daily or season
ally. The processes result from stresses that are generated by
the freezing and thawing of moisture in the pores and voids of
soils and sediments, and in the pores and cracks of rocks.
Results include shattering and disintegration of bedrock, and
heaving, churning, and downslope movement of the active
layer. Because most of these processes do not pose serious
constraints on human use of alpine areas, the following dis
cussion is relatively brief.

Frost shattering

Frost shattering of bedrock is ubiquitous in alpine areas. This
weathering process widens cracks in bedrock and liberates
angular rock fragments. Frost shattering on level to moder
ately sloping ground results in the development of blockfields

Figure 18. Frost effects lead to the widening ofjoints (verti
cal cracks in rhis example) and rockfalls, resulting in the
accumulation of talus below rock faces. (Smoky the Bear,
southeastern Cascade Mountains, British Columbia).
GSC 1997-012

(felsenmeer) and veneers of rubbly detritus on mountain tops,
and slopes covered with rocky debris. The release of rock
fragments from bedrock cliffs results in rockfalls, the only
hazardous effect of frost action (Fig. 18).

Frost shattering has been loosely attributed to stress gen
erated by the freezing and expansion of water in bedrock cre
vasses and pore spaces. The specific mechanism whereby this
occurs, however, is not fully understood (cf. White, 1976)
and is currently under investigation. The important climatic
parameter that influences the intensity (rate and magnitude)
of the process is, in the traditional view, the frequency of
freeze-thaw cycles within rock crevasses and pores. Recent
work (e.g. Walder and Hallett, 1985; Hall, 1986), however,
suggests that frost intensity, which is the temperature depres
sion below QOC, and the duration of subzero temperatures
(Gardner, 1970; Church et aI., 1979), may be more signifi
cant. Obviously, the presence of moisture is essential.

.Regional variations in the intensity of frost shattering in
alplOe areas have not been investigated. If frost intensity is
the most significant parameter, then frost shattering will be
more effective in mountains with relatively cold winters,
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such as the northern Rocky Mountains and the Torngat
Mountains, and least effective in maritime mountains with
mild winters, such as the west side of the southern Coast
Mountains. Thick snow packs also reduce frost intensity on
all but steep, snow-free slopes in maritime areas.

Local variations in the intensity of frost shattering are
controlled by the size and spacing of openings in bedrock and
microclimate, which is determined by slope aspect, steep
ness, exposure, soil, vegetation, and upslope sources of water
such as snow patches. These factors give rise to considerable
variation in the intensity of frost shattering over short dis
tances in rugged terrain. Although such variation has not been
measured directly, a related phenomenon, rockfall fre
quency, has been observed to vary markedly between closely
spaced sites in response to local factors (e.g. Luckman, 1976).

Given our present lack of knowledge about the relation
between frost shattering and climate and about the details of
future climate warming, it is pointless and potentially mis
leading to try to predict future changes in frost shattering
intensity. Climate warming (warmer winters and drier condi
tions) might result in reduced frost intensity in some areas
but, in cold regions, warmer summers might promote frost
shattering by increasing thaw. In any case, the magnitudes of
these changes may be insignificant given the local variability
of the frost shattering process.

Frost heaving and cryoturbation

Frost heave results from the stress exerted by the growth of
ice crystals. For example, upheaval of surface soil and peb
bles due to the overnight growth of ice needles associated
with ground frost is a common phenomenon, even in urban
areas. Cryoturbation probably results from differential rates
of freezing and heaving and differential rates of thawing and
settling that are induced by variations in soil characteristics,
such as particle size and moisture content. The precise
mechanics of these processes are not known however (see
discussion iD. Williams and Smith, 1989), and variations in
the intensity of these processes within alpine areas have not

been described. As in the case of frost shattering, freeze-thaw
processes are probably most effective in mountains with con
tinental and subpolar climates where snowfall is relatively
light.

Heaving and churning (cryoturbation) of soils due to
annual freezing and thawing result in the development of a
variety of soil structures~ excellent review in Washburn,
1979); they also influence some human actions. Frost-related
soil structures are common in both alpine and polar regions,
and include contorted and convoluted soil horizons, earth
hummocks, and some kinds of patterned ground. Stones are
brought up to the ground surface by frost action, and large
chunks of bedrock can be heaved upward. Piles, telephone
poles, and other emplaced objects are also subject to frost
heave, and roads can be broken up by the seasonal growth of
subsUlface ice lenses. Damage can be minimized or pre
vented by the use of appropriate materials and designs.

In general, frost heaving and churning are a constraint to
some forms of construction in alpine areas, but one that can be
overcome by geotechnical measures. Climate warming could
reduce frost effects in relatively warm areas, but potential
effects cannot be predicted in any meaningful way at present.

Solifluction

This is the slow downslope movement of soil, usually affect
ing a layer that is less than about 2 m thick~ Washburn,
1979, for a comprehensive description). Soil movement
occurs during freezing and thawing, and possibly also during
wetting of the soil from melting ice. Total movement is
probably the cumulative effect of numerous small displace
ments~ discussion in Williams and Smith, 1989). Rates of
downs lope movement are dependent upon local factors, such
as slope steepness, aspect, and vegetation (cf., Price, 1970),
rather than regional conditions. Rates of a few millimetres to
a few centimetres per year have been indicated by measure
ments from several locations (cf. Price, 1970; Smith, 1987),
but a relation between rate of movement and soil or air tem
perature has not been recognized. No quantitative regional

Figure 19.

The leading edge ofa series ofsolifluction lobes.
southern Okanagan Range, Cascade Mountains,
British Columbia. GSC 1997-012P
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comparisons have been made, although Thompson (l990)
suggested that gelifluction (solifluction over permafrost)
may be more active on mountains in continental and subarctic
climates. Movement occurs on viltually all soil-covered sur
faces with gradients of more than a few degrees. The soil may
move as a featureless blanket, but most commonly, distinc
ti ve lobes or terraces are present (Fig. 19).

As in the case of other frost effects, this process is a con
straint to some forms of development in alpine areas, but it
can be accommodated by appropriate geotechnical measures.
Climate warming and decreases in soil moisture may reduce
solifluction activity in relatively warm areas. However, more
specific predictions are unwarranted at present and local
variation may be more significant than any changes resulting
from climatic warming.

Summary

The potential effects of climate change on frost action cannot
be reliably predicted at present due to incomplete understand
ing of the mechanics of these complex processes, the role of
regional versus local conditions, and imprecise knowledge of
climate change. With regard to all frost action processes, the
effects of climate change likely will be minor compared to the
local variability of these processes that results from the differ
ences in influential factors such as slope aspect and steepness,
vegetation cover, soil moisture, and snow depth and duration.

THE WINTER SNOWPACK, SNOW
AVALANCHES, AND NIVATION

Snowpack

Regional patterns of snow accumulation in alpine areas are
directly related to snowfall amounts shown for the climatic
regions in Figure 1. Where snowfall is heavy, such as in the
Coast Mountains and Columbia Mountains, the snowpack
commonly attains a thickness of several metres by the end of
winter. In drier continental regions such as the Rocky Moun
tains, the average snowpack is thinner, but deep drifts devel
op at protected sites where wind-blown snow accumulates.

Anticipated climate modifications include two changes
that can have opposite effects on the snowpack, and so the fol
lowing suggestions about their combined impact are very
uncertain. Increasing winter temperatures suggest decreasing
snowfall amounts and snowpack thicknesses, but conversely,
increasing winter precipitation suggests increases in snowfall
and snowpack. Although the effect of winter warming is
expected to predominate, resulting in a decrease in the extent
of seasonal snowcover (Mitchell et aL, 1990; Government of
Canada, 1994), there could be significant departures from this
norm in some regions. In particular, contrasts between
warmer and colder regions could be enhanced.

In southerly mountain regions, where the winter snowline
is normally above sea level, the depth of the winter snowpack
increases upslope because more snow falls and less melting
occurs at progressively higher elevations. The rate at which
snow depth increases upslope depends on factors such as the

altitudinal variability of the freezing level throughout the
winter and the total amount of winter precipitation. With
increased winter temperatures and increased snowfall, there
will be less snow at low elevations and snowline will rise. Yet
at higher elevations that remain above the freezing level (i.e.
at subzero temperatures) through most of the winter, snowfall
wiJl increase. Consequently, the rate at which snow thickens
upslope will increase. In colder areas where winter tempera
tures will remain below zero despite several degrees of
warming, there may be a more uniform increase of snowfall
and snowpack thickness.

Other significant modifications of snow characteristics
may accompany climate change. Snow temperatures will be
affected, along with related properties such as snow particle
size and shape, cohesion, and the intemal structure of the
snowpack (see'Snow avalanches' for effect on avalanches).

The magnitude of the anticipated changes in the thick
ness, extent and thelmal characteristics of the snowpack can
not be estimated at present, but it is possible that these effects
will have adverse impacts on some snow-based activities. Ski
resorts and ski runs at relatively low elevations could suffer
from a decrease in the average duration of snow-cover, a ten
dency toward warmer and wetter snow conditions, and
increased rain. Presently reliable ski areas may become only
marginally viable, and presently marginal resorts may be
eliminated, resulting in large financial losses. Other fOlms of
snow-based recreation and commercial activities that depend
upon the snow pack (and low temperatures), such as winter
haul roads, will be similarly affected. On the other hand,
reductions in snowfall and snowpack will benefit some activ
ities in the alpine zone due to increased accessibility and
reduced snow removal costs.

The seasonal snowpack is also the natural reservoir that
provides the spring and summer water supply to many areas
that experience summer drought, such as British Columbia's
Okanagan Valley. It also provides water for hydropower gen
eration. Changes in snowpack thickness, temperature, and
water-content, together with increased winter runoff, will
influence river discharge regimes and hence water availabil
ity for agriculture and industry. Figure 1 shows rivers that are
fed by alpine meltwater.

Snow avalanches

Introduction

The rapid downslope movement of snow is one of the most
dangerous and destructive natural processes. Avalanche haz
ards exist along many highways and railroads in western
Canada. Along the most dangerous sections, for example at
Rogers Pass, where the Trans-Canada Highway intersects
more than 140 avalanche paths (Fig. 20), danger zones are
well known and the slopes above are closely monitored.
Although a large number of sites that are threatened by ava
lanches lie in the montane forest zone, many of the ava
lanches start in the treeless alpine zone (Fig. 21). In alpine
areas, avalanches are common on moderate to steep slopes.
They pose a serious hazard to recreational skiers and
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Figure 20.

Avalanche at Rogers Pass. Selkirk Mountains,
British Columhia. Photograph courtesy of
D. McClung.

Figure 21.

Avalanche tracks in summer, Elk Valley, south
ern Rocky Mountains, British Columbia. Note
that most tracks begin on steep, treeless slopes.
Although the tracks are clearly defined by con
trasts in vegetation types, they do not provide a
totally reliable indicator of the extent ofhazard
because large avalanches will occasionally
crash into mature forest. GSC f 997-0f 2Q

snowmobilers that is increasing, regardless of climate
change, as larger numbers of inexperienced people gain
access to snow-covered terrain.

Characteristics and causes

On forested slopes, most of the paths followed by avalanches
are clearly marked by avalanche tracks (Fig. 21) - strips of
bright green shrubby vegetation where tree growth is sup
pressed. Occasionally, an avalanche will crash into mature
forest, but the distribution of avalanche tracks shows where
avalanches regularly occur and thus where the highest hazard
exists. In alpine areas, avalanches are more widespread; some
avalanche paths are indicated by debris deposits, but others
are not well marked, and thus hazardous areas are harder to
define.

Many avalanche types have been defined according to
modes of initiation and movement. For example, loose snow
avalanches result from surface failure at a point, whereas slab
avalanches (Fig. 2a) result from detachment of cohesive
blocks of snow. Snow moves downslope, either by sliding or
by flowing, with the latter process most common in ava
lanches. Flow mechanisms, velocity, and the destructive
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power of an avalanche are strongly influenced by the charac
teristics of the snow, the amount of snow in motion, and ter
rain characteristics such as surface roughness and the length
and shape of the avalanche path. Perla and Martinelli (1976)
and McClung and Schaerer (1993) provided comprehensive
discussions of avalanche processes. Some kinds of ava
lanches commonly transport vegetative debris and rock frag
ments, increasing their destructive power and resulting in
debris cones at the lower end of avalanche paths (cf. Luckman,
1978).

In general, avalanches are favoured by heavy snowfall
(see table in Fig. 1 for regions of heavy snowfall), but a vari
ety of weather conditions and local landscape characteristics
contribute to snowpack instability. Failure of a slab, the most
destructive kind of avalanche, occurs when the shear stress
exerted by the snowpack (the downslope component of snow
weight) exceeds the shear strength of a weak layer at the base
of the slab. Thus the amount of snow that falls during each
storm is a major control on avalanche occurrence. The shear
strength of the snowpack increases with snow density,
decreases with a rise in temperature, and varies in a complex
way with snow texture (grain size and shape) and freeze-thaw



history. Snow density, temperature, and texture are not con
stant but change with time under the influence of atmospheric
temperature, wind, additions of new snow or water from sur
face melt, and other factors. Thus the probability of an ava
lanche event on a particular slope varies with time and
weather conditions. In continental areas, for example, persist
ent cold weather sets up a steep temperature gradient in the
snowpack, resulting in the upward migration of water vapour
away from the base of the snowpack where large, poorly
interconnected and noncohesive ice crystals (depth hoar)
grow by sublimation. The shear strength of this zone is rela
tively low and if it fails, large avalanches can result.

On any particular mountain or valley side, some slopes are
more prone to avalanches than others. Factors such as wind,
slope aspect, temperature and snow characteristics (i.e. pow
der snow vs. wet snow), slope steepness, terrain roughness,
characteristic drifting patterns, and the vegetation of the
potential avalanche initiation zones are all important in this
regard (Schaerer, 1977). For example, the amount of snow
deposited during a storm varies greatly from place to place
depending upon wind strength and direction and snow type.
Snow drifts from which avalanches may originate accumu
late on lee slopes and in hollows, whereas deposition on
windward slopes may be minimal. Particularly exposed sites
may be swept bare and all snow transported to drifts on lee
ward sites if the snow is dry. Once the snow is deposited,
rough and ilTegular slopes provide support for a snowpack
which would slide off smoother terrain, and, of course, trees
usually function as anchors.

As already noted, many major avalanche tracks that run
down steep, forested mountains ides start at initiation zones
that lie in the alpine zone just above timberline. Grassy mead
ows and glacially smoothed rock slabs promote avalanches
that are initiated by failure at the base of the snowpack.

Effect of climate change and impact on human activities

In general, the magnitude and frequency of avalanches might
be expected to increase in areas where snowfall increases,
particularly if the amount of snow deposited during individ
ual storms also increases. The converse effect may occur
when and where snowfall declines. These simple relations are
made more complex, however, by the additional effects of
changes in snowpack temperature regimes and patterns of
snow accumulation. In warmer winters, for example, newly
fallen snow may stabilize and reduced temperature gradients
may decrease the likelihood of depth hoar, resulting in fewer
avalanches. Shifts in prevailing wind directions and storm
paths may lead to changes in the patterns of snow loading on
slopes. In addition, tree colonization of some avalanche ini
tiation zones may stabilize the snowpack.

If avalanche magnitude were to increase due to climate
change, or if avalanches were to begin to occur on slopes not
previously affected due to changes in snow accumulation pat
terns, larger and new runout zones would develop in forested
zones, and old tracks would become increasingly unreliable
indicators of the extent of avalanche hazards.

In summary, climate change could cause changes in the
magnitude, frequency, and locations of snow avalanches, and
hence the potential avalanche hazard to human activities.
Avalanche hazards will probably decline in some areas, but
may increase in alpine areas that lie well above the winter
snowline. Thus avalanche danger may increase at ski resorts
located in the alpine zone.

Nivation

Summer snow patches in alpine areas occupy shallow depres
sions that are formed by a variety of processes related to the
prolonged presence of snow, such as freezing and thawing of
snow meltwater, cOlTosion by meltwater, and slow creep of
saturated overburden. These processes are referred to collec
tively as nivation (Washburn, 1979). After snow patches
have melted, nivation hollows, which are typically a few
metres deep and a few tens of metres across, can be identified
by their lack of vegetation or by the presence of late
developing herbaceous vegetation, as well as by their mor
phology (Fig. 22).

In the event of a decline in snowfall and snowpack thick
nesses, snow patches will be shorter lived, and the effects of
nivation less conspicuous. Sparsely vegetated nivation hol
lows will probably be colonized by plants from adjacent
areas. If snowfall were to increase, the extent of snow patches
and areas affected by nivation would also increase, possibly
resulting in a dying-off of vegetation unable to survive under
more prolonged snow cover.

Such changes would occur slowly and would have rela
tively little impact on human activities in the alpine zone.

GLACIAL PROCESSES

Introduction

Glaciers, together with the landforms and sediments that
result from glacial erosion and deposition, are, to many peo
ple, the most interesting and significant features of the alpine
environment. Glacier expansion and contraction is one of the
best known manifestations of climate change. The effects of
the great Pleistocene glaciations, when ice expanded to cover
most of Canada and other large areas in high latitudes, are
particularly evident in alpine areas, as are the moraines and
abraded rocks that date from the recent glacier advances of
the Little lee Age (Fig. 23).

A glacier is a perennial accumulation of snow and ice that
flows slowly downslope. It begins to develop where and
when mean annual snow accumulation exceeds snow
removal by ablation (melting and evaporation). As snow
depth increases, the lower layers of the snowpack are slowly
transformed to ice, and eventually, the accumulated mass
impalts sufficient stress to deform the lower ice layers and to
cause the basal ice to slide over its bed. Then the glacier
expands downslope until its advance is halted by increased
ablation at lower elevations.
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Figure 22.

Nivation hollows in late summer, Three Brothers
Mountain, Cascade Mountains, British
Columbia. The shallow depressions where tU/fis
absent have been recently vacated by melting
snow. GSC 1997-012R
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Figure 23.

a) Glacier with prominent Little Ice Age
moraines near the head ofBute Inlet, south
ern Coast Mountains, British Columbia.
GSC 1997-012S b) Small glaciers with Little
Ice Age moraines near the Elk \Ialley, south
ern Rocky Mountains, British Columbia.
Small glaciers like these may disappear.
GSC 1997-012T



Glacier mass balance and relation to climate

The response of a glacier to climate is determined by the
amounts of snow and ice that accumulate and ablate each
year. In relatively dry continental mountains, where annual
snowfall is light, the volume of snow and ice that is lost each
year by ablation is similarly small. In maritime mountains,
where winter snow accumulation of several metres is com
mon, equivalently large volumes are lost to ablation, mostly
to meltwater runoff. Large maritime glaciers commonly
extend downvalley to altitudinal zones that are forested.
Although the lower parts of these ice tongues are below tim
berline and not in the alpine zone as defined earlier in this
report, they are included in the discussion of glacier hazards
that follows.

More significant, however, than total accumulation and
ablation with respect to climate change is the mass balance of
a glacier; that is, the marginal amount by which accumulation
exceeds ablation or vice versa. The magnitudes of accumula
tion and ablation are clearly controlled by climate, but the
relations are not simple. For example, climate in the immedi
ate vicinity of a glacier may differ significantly from regional
climate and the mass and energy exchange processes at a gla
cier surface are commonly complex. Mass can be added by a
variety of processes, including sublimation (hoar frost),
freezing of rainwater, snow drifting and avalanches, as well
as direct snowfall. Ablation is determined by incoming solar
energy, the reflectivity of the glacier sUlface, wind speeds,
and atmospheric humidity, as well as air temperature. (For a
full discussion of the relations between glaciers and climate,
see Meier, 1965; for glacier physics, see Paterson, 1994.) In
general, winter precipitation (snowfall) and summer energy
inputs (indexed by temperature) are the major controlling fac
tors on mass balance in most glacial environments.

Changes in mass balance over time determine the
response of a glacier to climate change. If, on average, a posi
tive mass balance is maintained, then the glacier will
advance: its volume will increase, the ice will thicken and
expand downvalley. A negative mass balance will result in
glacier recession: the glacier terminus will melt and retreat up
valley. The effects of precipitation and temperature are hard
to separate: a positive mass balance can result from either
snowier winters or cooler summers, or both; a negative mass
balance expresses either drier winters or warmer summers, or
both.

The annual budget of a glacier is rarely balanced (i.e. mass
balance =0), and glacier termini are rarely stable. Advance
and recession of alpine glaciers in response to climate cycles
of a few years to centuries or millennia in duration is the nor
mal state of affairs. The response of a glacier to climate
induced changes in mass balance commonly lags behind the
climate change. Advance after an increase in mass balance
usually lags by a few years for alpine glaciers (Paterson,
1994). Retreat after a decrease in mass balance induced by
warm summers is usually immediate, as most melting occurs
near the glacier snout, which retreats accordingly. Differ
ences in glacier size, microclimate, and morphology com
monly result in asynchronous behaviour, even between
adjacent glaciers (e.g. McCarthy and Smith, 1994).

At the present time, alpine glaciers throughout the world
abut sparsely vegetated zones that have been uncovered by
olacier recession only since the culmination of Little lee Age
~dvances in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries (Fig. 23).
This recession has occurred at variable rates, interrupted at
times by pauses and minor readvances in response to climate
fluctuations that have been recorded by meteorological
instruments. For example, Mathews (1951) correlated rapid
glacier shrinkage in Garibaldi Park, southern Coast Moun
tains, since the second and third decades of this century (and
before 1950) with warmer temperatures recorded at New
Westminster, British Columbia. Luckman et al. (1987) attrib
uted glacier advances in the Premier Range of the Cariboo
Mountains during the mid 1950s to mid 1980s to increased
winter precipitation and low summer temperatures between
1951 and 1976, recorded at Valemount, British Columbia.
Field (1975) summarized the recent behaviour of many
Canadian glaciers, and Brugman (1992) described trends in
mass balance data and glacier snout positions observed over
the past few decades.

Few quantitative data are available for glacier shrinkage
in Canada following the Little Ice Age. Broad regional com
parisons are not possible, but some examples are available.
Mathews (1951) estimated that between 1860 and 1947, the
area of Helm Glacier, Garibaldi Park, decreased by 39%, and
between 1911 and 1947, glaciers in the park thinned at rates
ranging from 1.4 to 3.8 m/a. Harding (1985) and Luckman
(1990) reported that between the mid-nineteenth century and
1970, while average global temperature rose by 0.5°C, ice
cover in part of the Premier Range (northern Columbia
Mountains) declined by 23% and the average elevation of
glacier snouts rose by 262 m. Brugman (1992) reported that
ice volumes in monitored glaciers have decreased by 10 to
50% during the last 30 years. McCarthy and Smith (1994)
showed that the area covered by most glaciers in part of the
Rocky Mountains of southwestern Alberta decreased by 30 to
50% (total range 15-80%) between 1916 and 1988. While
amounts of recession and volume loss can be expected to vary
considerably with differences in glacier regimes, the data pre
sented here do indicate the magnitude of the changes that
resulted from a climate amelioration that is small compared
to that predicted for next century.

How much of the post-Little Ice Age recession is the
result of natural climate amelioration and how much is the
result of the atmospheric modification that has already
occurred since the industrial revolution has not been
detemlined.

Present day distribution and extent of
alpine glaciers

The extent of alpine glaciers and icefields is indicated in a
generalized manner in Figure I. Small-scale maps showing
individual glaciers in western Canada are available (Falconer
et al., 1965; Henoch and Stanley, 1967a, b; Field, 1975). The
glaciers are described by Field (1975); glaciers in western
Yukon Territory and northwestern British Columbia are also
described in a more recent account by Field (1990).
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The largest glaciers and alpine areas with the highest pro
portion of snow and ice are in the higher and more northerly
parts of the maritime mountains of western Canada. In the
northern Coast Mountains of British Columbia and the St.
Elias Mountains of Yukon Territory, glaciers and icefields
are more extensive than ice-free alpine terrain. Smaller ice
fields and valley glaciers also exist in the moister ranges of
central and southern British Columbia, and in Alberta near
the Columbia Icefields. Glaciers are absent from cold, but dry
subpolar mountains: the Canyon Ranges of the Mackenzie
Mountains and the British and Richardson mountains. These
areas also remained largely ice free during Pleistocene glacia
tions (Duk-Rodkin and Hughes, 1992). In the Torngat Moun
tains of eastern Canada, about 50 small cirque glaciers
comprise about 5 km2 of ice (Fahn, 1975).

Glacier elevations vary from region to region in accord
with present-day climate. The most significant, visible, cli
matically controlled feature on a glacier is its equilibrium
line, the late-summer snowline that separates the permanent
snowfields of the upper part of the glacier from the exposed
ice of the lower part of the glacier. It is the elevation on the
glacier where accumulation equals ablation. Glaciers with
similar climate usually have a similar ELA (equilibIium line
altitude), even though they may differ markedly in size. ELAs
rise eastward across British Columbia and southern Alberta,
roughly paralleling timberline, as a consequence of decreas
ing snowfall and increasing summer temperatures (cf. Evans,
1990). Northward, ELAs decline in elevation as a result of
generally cooler temperatures. Ostrem (1966, 1972) deter
mined that the glaciation limit (the critical height that has to
be exceeded if a mountain is to bear a glacier; about lOO m
above ELA) rises from 1600 m to 3000 m across southern
British Columbia and Alberta, and from 1200 m to 2700 m
across northern British Columbia (Fig. 3).

Effects offuture climate change

Climate warming, particularly increasing summer tempera
tures, is expected to continue the general 20th century pattern
of rising ELAs, predominantly negative glacier mass bal
ance, and glacier recession. Increasing winter precipitation
will tend to offset this trend in some areas, however, but may
be insufficient to reverse it. Hence future glacier behaviour is
uncertain, although recession is considered to be most likely.
Glacier response may vary between maritime and continental
mountains and between middle and high latitudes (Haeberli,
1990). For example, because gross accumulation and abla
tion amounts are greatest in maritime mountains, changes in
mass balance may be greatest there, and so maritime glaciers
may be more sensitive to climate change. If increased snow
fall in cold regions is not offset by warmer summer tempera
tures, ELAs could decline, causing glaciers to advance. This
latter effect, which has not been seriously considered in the lit
erature, is probably unlikely and is not discussed in detail here.

Insufficient data about climate change exist for reliable
determination of the magnitude of glacier recession or ELA
rise. If temperature alone were to change, a very crude esti
mate of ELA rise could be made by applying the standard
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lapse rate of -0.6°C/l 00 m. Thus for every degree of warm
ing, snowline might be expected to rise by about 170 m (for
2.5°C warming, 425 m). During attempts to estimate changes
in sea level resulting from glacier melt, Kuhn (1985) calcu
lated that a temperature increase of 4°C over 100 years,
together with a minor increase in precipitation, would lead to
a rise of ELAs of alpine glaciers by 265 m, or a rate of rise of2
to 3 m per year; rates of glacier melting would increase to a
maximum within a few decades. Although it is unlikely that
any of these predictions are accurate, they indicate the direc
tion, and possibly the order of magnitude, of the changes that
will occur.

A rise of snowline of a few hundred metres would result in
a drastic reduction in the extent of glaciers. In more southerly
mountains, where present snowline is commonly less than a
few hundred metres below the mountain summits, many gla
ciers would disappear (Fig. 23b). Farther north, smaller gla
ciers at low elevations would disappear and larger, higher
icefields and glaciers would experience massive recession.
Extensive areas of bare ground would be exposed by glacier
retreat and eventua]Jy colonized by tundra vegetation or
forest.

Impact ofglacier recession on
human activities

Impact on tourism and outdoor recreation

Glaciers and snowfields are a significant component of
mountain scenery for thousands of visitors, many of whom
may never leave the vicinity of their vehicles. Apparently
barren glacier forefields, recently emerged from beneath the
ice, are considerably less attractive. Thus major glacial reces
sion, accompanied by significant changes in scenery, could
have a marked impact on tourism in popular mountain areas,
such as the southern Rocky Mountains~ frontispiece).

Visitors can enjoy close contact with the ice at the Athabasca
Glacier of the Columbia Icefields (Sanguin and Gill, 1990).
In the past, they enjoyed easy access to the Illecillewaet
(Great) Glacier near Rogers Pass. Just as the snout of the
IlIecillewaet Glacier has receded during this century to a loca
tion that is now accessible only to mountaineers, so the Athabasca
Glacier may recede over the next several decades (see frontis
piece). Mountaineers also will notice the effects of glacier
recession. Replacement of glacier ice by smooth, glacially
abraded rock slabs could significantly alter the character of
many climbing routes, and either increase or decrease their
difficulty.

Hazards resulting from glacier recession

Glacier-related hazards will continue to threaten human
activities in, and downstream from, many alpine areas, and
they will probably be amplified by the effects of rapid glacier
recession. At the same time, increasing use of mountain val
leys and alpine areas for recreational and industrial purposes
will bring many more people into potential hazard zones.



Hazardous events that are associated with present-day gla
ciers and that may become more common as glaciers recede
are catastrophic floods and debris flows from ice-dammed
and moraine-dammed lakes, landslides and debris flows initi
ated on recently deglaciated, unstable slopes, and ice ava
lanches (see Eisbacher and Cl ague, 1984, and Evans and
C1ague, 1992 for reviews of these processes). Glacier surges
could result from warming of basal ice. These hazards are dis
cussed below. Significant changes in the hydrology and sedi
ment load of glacial meltwater streams that could result from
glacier melting and shrinkage are discussed separately.

Outburst[loods from glacier-dammed lakes

Trunk glaciers commonly impound lakes in ice-free tributary
valleys, and a tributary glacier may impound a lake if it enters
a trunk valley. In the latter case, a relatively large lake with
great flood potential may be formed (Fig. 24). Lakes can also
be held in embayments between two glaciers, between a gla
cier and the valley sides, and within, under, or on top of a

glacier. New ice dams and new lakes are formed during both
glacier advance and recession according to changes in glacier
extent and configuration.

Ice dams are prone to sudden, catastrophic leakage,
resulting in floods that can exceed normal snowmelt or rain
induced floods by more than an order of magnitude. Such
floods are often referred to by the Icelandic wordjoku/hlaup
(glacier flood) because they are relatively common in that
country. Catastrophic drainage usually occurs in late summer
when the water level in the impounded lake is relatively high.
Tunnels through or under the ice dam enlarge rapidly due to
several possible mechanisms, such as flotation of the ice,
high water pressures causing ice deformation and tunnel
enlargement, and melting due to heat energy supplied by the
escaping lake water (see discussion and references in Young,
1977). In some cases, flotation and wholesale collapse of the
ice dam may occur (Clague, 1987).

Outburst floods differ from normal floods in that dis
charge increases rapidly to a peak, and then ceases abruptly.
After drainage, the ice dam reforms or reseals, and the lake
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a Mid to Late Nineteenth Century

DEarlY Neoglacial

NEOGLACIAL LAKE ALSEK
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Lowell Glacier

Dusty Glacier

Figure 24. Maximum extent ofLake A/sek during the last inundation ofDezadeash Valley in the mid
dIe ofthe nineteenth century and during early Neoglacia/ time. (C/ague and Rampton, /982,p. 98)
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Figure 25.

Ape Lake, Coast Mountains near Bella Coola,
British Columbia. The normal lake outlet is in the
foreground, but the lake is dammed by Fyles Gla
cier, visible in the distance. Catastrophic drainage
in 1984 and 1986 was through a tunnel in Fyles
Glacier. GSC 1997-012U

slowly refills. This cycle may be repeated on an annual basis,
or drainage may occur at irregular intervals of several years.
The timing of drainage changes as a glacier dam becomes
thicker or thinner.

Many "self-dumping" lakes are known in the Canadian
Cordillera and some have been studied in detail. For example,
a detailed history of Tulsequah Lake in the northern Coast
Mountains of British Columbia was compiled by Marcus
(1960): drainage occurred annually for many years during the
1940s and 1950s. Appropriately named, Flood Lake, also in
the northern Coast Mountains, was monitored by the National
Hydrology Research Institute (Mokievsky-Zubok, 1980).
Summit Lake, which discharges via the Salmon River
(Mathews, 1965; Gilbert, 1972; Mathews and Clague, 1993),
is well known because of its proximity to the town of Stewart,
British Columbia and a mine. Clague and Evans (1994) have
described other examples.

In rugged terrain, glacier outburst floods can be trans
formed into rapidly moving debris flows if loose morainal or
colluvial debris adjacent to the stream channel is incorporated
into the floodwater. For example, drainage of a small ice
dammed lake on Cathedral Crags near Field, British
Columbia, generated a series of debris flows in the vicinity of
the well-known spiral tunnels on the Canadian Pacific Rail
way (Jackson, 1979). The most publicized flow, in 1978,
resulted in partial burial of a freight train and blockage of the
Trans-Canada Highway.

During the period of glacier recession and thinning that
has occurred since the Little Ice Age, many glacier-dammed
lakes have drained for the first time, releasing catastrophic
flood discharges down valleys that may not have experienced
a similar event for a thousand or more years. For example,
Ape Lake, in the British Columbia Coast Mountains south of
Bella Coola, drained suddenly for the first time in October
1984 (Fig. 25) (Desloges et aI., 1989). In less than 24 hours,
46 xl 06m3 of water were released, causing major erosion and
damage to roads, bridges, and a logging camp downstream.
Fortunately, few people were in the valley when the flood
occurred and there were no injuries.
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Clearly, the greatest potential hazard exists where
glacier-dammed lakes are likely to drain for the first time.
Extensive investigations at a settlement site downstream
would find no evidence of catastrophic floods, and develop
ment could occur with no awareness of the hazard. Even
where lakes have drained repeatedly in the past, new settle
ment can be placed in a hazard zone if the flood evidence is
not recognized. Where outburst floods occur relatively fre
quently close to settled areas, flood hazard is minor because
local people are aware of the danger and avoid developing the
floodplain.

Glacier-dammed lakes are common around valley gla
ciers and more extensive ice masses (see Fig. I for general
ized distribution of glaciers). Young (1977) indicated that
possibly the highest concentration of lakes is in the St. Elias
Mountains, and there are numerous lakes in the Coast
Mountains.

As glacier recession occurs in accordance with climate
warming, the behaviour of existing lakes will change. Cata
strophic drainage will occur for the first time at lakes that
have not previously drained, and other existing lakes will
drain more frequently until they and their glacier dams disap
pear altogether (Clague and Evans, 1994). New lakes with
potential for outburst floods will develop at sites that are pres
ently ice covered.

The potential dangers of outburst floods can be offset if
glacier-dammed lakes are identified and flood-prone channels
designated as hazard zones. Sites where lakes may develop can
be identified by air photo interpretation and monitored. For
example, existing and potential glacier-dammed lakes in the
Stikine and Iskut River basins were identified by Perchanok
(1980) in order to estimate flood and sedimentation hazards
to proposed hydroelectric dams (Fig. 26). Potential maxi
mum flood discharges can be estimated by empiJical and
theoretical methods (Clague and Mathews, 1973; Clarke,
1982).
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Floods and debris flows from moraine
dammed lakes

Many of the morainal ridges that were constructed at glacier
termini during the Little Ice Age subsequently became dams
that impounded lakes between the moraine and the receding
glacier. These dams consist of glacial till, which is a loose,
porous, heterogeneous mixture of particles ranging from
boulders to clay, by no means the ideal, watertight material.
Failure of such dams is common, and results in catastrophic
floods downstream. Once a dam has burst, lake level is low
ered significantly, or the lake may drain completely. Thus
most floods of this kind are single events, not reoccurring like
glacier outburst floods.

Moraine-dammed lakes are numerous in all regions with
glaciers. Even the mOl'aines of small cirque glaciers com
monly hold small lakes. Most lakes are impounded by Little
Ice Age moraines, but a few older moraine dams survive.

Evidence recognized only a short time ago, together with
some recent events, sheds light on the mechanisms of dam
failure and suggests that catastrophic floods and debris flows
commonly result from the failure of moraine dams. Two
examples are illustrative. Blown and Church (1985) docu
mented the spectacular breaching of a Little Ice Age moraine
dam at Nostetuko Lakes in the Homathko River basin of the
Coast Mountains (Fig. 27). Apparently, a large section of the
receding glacier fell into the lake directly opposite its outlet,

Figure 27. Nostetuko Lakes before a) and after b) the moraine-burst
flood of1983, southern Coast Mountains, British Columbia. Photograph a:
GSC 1997-0J2Y; Photograph b courtesy ofM. Church.
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Figure 28.

View of a Little Ice Age lateral moraine that has
been exposed by ice recession during the past cen
tury. Note gullies formed by rapid erosion due to
running water and debris flows; several debris
flow cones are visible at the foot ofthe steep slope;
near Toba Inlet, southern Coast Mountains,
British Columbia. GSC 1997-012V

generating a large wave that swept into the outlet channel.
This caused so much erosion and channel lowering that most
of the lake water (6.5 x 106m3) escaped during the next
5 hours. The valley floor downstream was drastically modi
fied by erosion and deposition. Fortunately, the area was
uninhabited.

During the early 1970s, a massive debris flow was gener
ated by the failure of a moraine dam near Klattasine Creek,
another tributary of Homathko River (Clague et aI., 1985).
Water released from the lake incorporated so much loose
debris along the steep valley downstream, that the flood was
transformed into a debris flow. At Homathko River, 8 km
from the lake, bouldery debris about 20 m thick was
deposited, creating a dam which temporarily blocked this
large river. Between 2 x 10 6 and 4 x 106m3 of debris were
moved by the main debris flow plus several subsidiary flows
that followed.

Failure of moraine dams can be triggered by a variety of
mechanisms. Dams may be overtopped or lake outlets eroded
by waves generated by ice falls, rockfalls, and snow ava
lanches. Rapid runoff from snowmelt and summer raInstorms
may raise lakes to unusually high levels, promoting overtop
ping or piping (subsurface erosion by percolating ground
water and development of conduits) and mass failure due to
high pore water pressure. Earthquakes are another possible
cause of failure. Clague and Evans (1994) and Costa and
Schuster (1988) discuss fUlther examples.

Climate warming, increased precipitation, and glacier
recession provide appropriate conditions for the occurrence
of catastrophic drainage from moraine-dammed lakes. It is
hard to predict, however, whether or not the frequency of
catastrophic failures will increase with climate warming.
Some conditions that accompany rapid glacier recession,
such as increased meltwater discharge, warming of basal ice
in subzero glaciers, and melting of ice cores or permafrost
within the moraines, promote dam failures. The number of
moraine-dammed lakes will gradually diminish, however,
unless new ones are created as a result of future glacier
behaviour.

Althouoh the time at which a moraine dam will fail cannot
b .

be predicted, the maximum discharge of the flood resultIng
from the collapse of any particular dam can be estimated
using easily measurable parameters. On the basis of data
oathered about historic moraine-burst floods, Costa and
SChuster (1988) determined that maximum flood discharge is
statistically related to the potential energy of the lake behind
the moraine dam (computed as the product of dam height
(metres), volume (cubic metres), and the specific weight of
water). Similarly, Evans (1986) determined a relation
between maximum flood discharge and the total volume of
water that drains from the lake.

Other debris flows, landslides, and
ice avalanches

As glacier termini recede up-valley and glacier su~aces ~re

lowered, glacial deposits, chiefly till, are exposed ill glaCIer
forefields and on the steep proximal slopes of lateral
moraines. This loose sediment is highly susceptible to ero
sion by running water and to mass movement by slumping
and debris flows, particularly if water is added from melting
permafrost or buried ice (ct. Mattson and Gardner, 199.1).
These processes are most intense immediately follOWIng
deglaciation, and then decline as the most unstable sediment
is transferred to lower elevations and slopes are slowly colo
nized by vegetation (Fig. 28). If rates of glacier recession
increase due to climate warming, larger areas of unstable,
erodible material will be exposed.

Glacier recession and thinning also result in the unloading
of the toes of steep rock slopes, thereby increasing any inher
ent propensity of a slope for deep-seated failure (cf. Bovis
1990; Evans and Clague, 1992). Rockfalls involving rela
tively small volumes of material are common in such situa
tions. Larger landslides are less common, except where rocks
are particularly weak and unstable. Some of the many post
glacial rock avalanches that have occurred in the unstable
Quaternary volcanic rocks of the Garibaldi volcanic belt of
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the southwestern Coast Mountains, for example, can be at
least partly attributed to glacier recession (Mokievsky
Zubok, 1977).

Most of the debris flows and landslides that are initiated
on newly deglaciated terrain come to rest at the foot of steep
slopes within the glacier forefield. Thus they are hazards to be
avoided by mountaineers and others who venture close to the
glaciers. In some instances, however, major debris flows and
rock avalanches have travelled many kilometres down steep
valleys, well beyond the glacier forefields, with devastating
results. For example, in 1975, near Pemberton in the Garibaldi
volcanic belt, a high-velocity debris flow triggered by gJacier
melting traveled 7 km downvalley, resulting in the death of four
people who were temporarily working in a normally uninhab
ited area (Patton, 1976; Mokievsky-Zubok, 1977).

Ice avalanches (rapid downslope movement of blocks of
ice) are commonly associated with melting glaciers on steep
slopes. Rapid glacier recession coupled with the release of
meltwater will encourage this process. The secondary effects
of ice avalanches, such as the flood from Nostetuko Lakes,
are potentially dangerous because they may propagate a long
way downstream.

Glacier surges

Surges are periods of rapid glacier flow, during which a gla
cier may advance as much as several kilometres during an
interval of a few months to two or three years, or active ice
may advance into a terminal zone of stagnant ice, causing ice
thickening rather than advance (Paterson, 1994). Eventually,
the rapid flow ceases abruptly. Velocity declines to zero in the
downvalley part of the glacier, which becomes stagnant and
gradually buried by its own melted-out debris. Surges are
restricted to specific glaciers, where they occur repeatedly,
usually at intervals of several decades. In Canada, all surging
glaciers (except one) are located in the St. Elias Mountains.
Although all aspects of the rapid glacier flow are not fully
understood, it is agreed that surges result from disruption of
the normaJ subglacial drainage system (Paterson, J994). Cli
mate warming and increased snowfall could modify the tim
ing of surges, and possibly initiate surging on glaciers that
have not previously done so.

The rapid flow of a surging glacier is rarely dangerous,
except perhaps to mountaineers, because the glacier usually
readvances over its own stagnant ice or recent moraines. A
severe hazard can arise, however, where a surging glacier
advances from its own valley into that of a major river. The
high rate of glacier flow permits an effective dam to form
(more slowly advancing ice would be melted or washed
away), resulting in inundation of the valley upstream. Subse
quent failure of this dam causes catastrophic floods down
stream, as described previously in this report.

Floods of this nature have resulted from surges of Lowell
Glacier and impoundment of Alsek River during the Little Ice
Age (CJague and Rampton, 19~2) (Fig. 24). At its maximum,
this lake was 200 m deep at the ice dam and extended over
100 km upstream to beyond the site ofHaines Junction, which
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was inundated as recently as the middle to late nineteenth
century. Flood terraces and giant ripples indicate that the lake
emptied catastrophically when the ice dam failed.

Hydrological effects ofglacier recession

Like the snowpack, glaciers function as reservoirs that store
winter precipitation for later release during the warm season.
Glacier meltwater, however, maintains streamflow through
out the summer and into the fall, well after the disappearance
of the snowpack. The amount of water released by a glacier is
dependent on summer weather, rather than the thickness of
snow accumulated during the previous winter. Also, with the
exception of areas that are mostly ice covered, such as the
St. Elias Mountains, the volume of glacier meltwater is gener
ally much less than that derived from the seasonal snowpack.

Glacier shrinkage or expansion due to climate change
would significantly alter the capacity of the glacier reservoirs
and the volumes of meltwater. Water yield may be increased
in the short term as glaciers melt, but where glaciers disappear
altogether, late summer stream discharge could be drastically
reduced. Brugman (J 992) warned that if present trends of gla
cier shrinkage continue, severe water shortages are to be
expected in the future. In order to assess the overall hydro
logical impact of climate change, however, many other fac
tors must be considered, such as the hydrology of the
snowpack, noted previously in this report, and climatic and
hydrological conditions that are not discussed in this paper.

MASS MOVEMENT

Processes and conditions

Mass movement refers to all types of direct, gravitational,
downslope movement of earth matelials, including rapidly
moving falls, avalanches, slides, and flows of rock and debris,
and the slow, imperceptibJe creep of soil and rock fragments
(Fig. 29). Obviously, rapid mass movements are serious haz
ards. As in the case of snow avalanches, debris flows or land
slides that start in the alpine zone may have impacts that
extend to considerably lower elevations. SJower forms of
mass movement, such as soi I creep, pose a minor constraint to
some forms of construction. Impacts of slow processes, in
general, are sufficiently minor and their relation to weather
and climate is insufficiently understood, to warrant no further
discussion here.

The locations of sites where rapid mass movements occur
are detelmined by a variety of factors. Many of these relate to
the inherent condition of a slope, such as slope steepness,
rock type and structure, and thickness and types of Quatern
ary sediments and soils, and are unrelated to climate or
weather. For example, major rock avalanches, resulting from
slope movements along inclined bedding planes, are common
in regions of sedimentary rocks, such as the Rocky and Mack
enzie mountains (Eisbacher, 1979). (A very general impres
sion of the distribution of mass movement processes can be
gained from the physiographic information in Fig. J: slope
processes are more intense in the higher mountains.)



Figure 29.

Scar (unvegetated area on mountainside) of a
large rock avalanche that probably occurred
during the past century near Knight Inlet, south
ern Coast Mountains. British Columbia. Rock
debris fell onto a glacier and was then trans
ported by the icefor about a kilometre (out ofthe
photograph to the left) before being deposited
on the valley floor as the glacier melted. Possi
ble contributing causes of slope failure include
undercutting and steepening of the slope by the
glacier and unloading ofthe toe ofthe slope due
to glacier recession. GSC I997-012W

The timing of a sudden failure is often related to short
term weather conditions. For example, rockfalls are com
monly triggered by thaw or by unusually intense rainstorms.
The initiation of many landslides requires coincidence of an
inherently unstable slope with a weather-related trigger. Thus
for some processes, the frequency of events has been related
to weather conditions. In other cases, additional factors may
sometimes override the effects of weather. For example,
debris flows at some sites in the Coast Mountains are trig
gered by intense rain only after a period of quiescence during
which loose debris accumulates in the initiation zone (Church
and Miles, 1987). In this case, even ifthe frequency of intense
rainstorms were to increase, debris tlow frequency might not
rise. Also, many landslides are triggered by earthquakes.
Thus the distribution of many types of mass movement events
is extremely irregular in both space and time, and not amen
able to either the usual magnitude/frequency methods of anal
ysis or to simple correlation with weather conditions.

Effects of climate change and impact on
human activities

Because landslides occur infrequently and are only partially
controlled by weather, and because the weather modifica
tions that will be associated with the predicted climate change
have not been specified (e.g. intensity of rainstorms, number
offreeze-thaw cycles, intensity of winter freezing), it is possi
ble only to speculate on future changes in mass movement
activity. Ifclimate change were to result only in an increasing
frequency of unusually high-intensity rainstorms, then there
could be a related increase in the frequency of some kinds of
landslides (e.g. Rapp, 1985). On the other hand, if the only
effect of climate change is warmer summers and hence
increased evaporation and lowering of groundwater tables,
then some types of mass movement could be less frequent. In
any event, it is likely that areas that should be identified as
hazardous under present day conditions will remain so in the
future.

EROSION AND DEPOSITION BY
RUNNING WATER

Processes and conditions

Significant erosion and deposition by streams occur only
during periods of high discharge, and the amount of work
done by a stream depends on the duration and magnitude of
the high discharge (Leopold et aI., 1964).

In most alpine areas, high stream discharge occurs as a
result of two processes: rapid melt of the winter snowpack
during late spring and early summer, and runoff from com
bined rain and snowmelt at other times of the year. Maximum
rates of late spring and early summer snowmelt result from
direct absorption by the snowpack of solar energy on clear,
sunny days (Church, 1988). The rate at which water is
released depends primarily upon the solar energy received at
the Earth's surface, which will not be appreciably modified
by climate change. Runofffrom combined rain and snowmelt
generates the highest discharges in snowmelt streams, and is
thus most effective with regard to stream erosion and deposi
tion. In regions with winter precipitation maxima, such as the
Coast Mountains, peak discharges occur during intense
cyclonic storms in late fall and early winter. During such
storms, the freezing level rises, causing melting of recently
deposited snow, and so snowmelt combines with runoff from
intense rainfall to produce major floods. In regions with sum
mer precipitation maxima, such as the Rocky Mountains, peak
discharges are generated by convectional storms which reach
their maximum intensity during late summer and early fall.

Effects of climate change and impact on
human activities

It is likely that increased storminess, i.e. increased frequency
and magnitude of storms, will accompany climate warming.
Thus the storm-induced peak discharges of streams draining
from alpine areas will likely increase, resulting in more ero
sion and sediment transport and deposition by streams. In
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Figure 30.

Lillooet Glacier and upper Lillooet River,
southern Coast Mountains, British Columbia.
The braided river is laterally unstahle and may
be slowlyaggrading (building up its bed) due to
supply of sediment from recently deglaciated
terrain. GSC 1997-012X

particular, the frequency of potentially damaging floods is
likely to increase, along with the extent of flood-prone land
on floodplains. Figure I shows streams draining from alpine
areas.

An additional effect, possibly with more far-reaching
consequences than direct climate-induced changes, will
occur along streams draining from glaciers. Ice recession will
expose large areas of unvegetated glacier forefields and
mOl'aines consisting of highly erodible glacial till (Fig. 28).
Erosion and mass wasting of this material could result in
locally increased sediment transport in glacial meltwater
streams, and, more significantly, deposition of this material at
points downstream. Deposition would occur along relatively
gently sloping reaches of a stream, probably on floodplains
where deposition is occurring at present, and would result in a
general rise in the elevation of the floodplain (aggradation)
(Fig. 30). This would be accompanied by increased flood
water levels, rapid shifts of channel positions (avulsion), and
increased bank erosion. These effects would occur rapidly,
during periods of high stream discharge. Aggradation of
floodplains could occur within the alpine zone and also at
considerable distances downstream. Roads, railroads, and
other structures on or close to floodplains could be severely
damaged by this process, with related increases in mainte
nance costs.

Significant changes in the hydrology of streams that drain
from alpine areas will also occur as a result of climate change.
(A full discussion of this is beyond the scope of this repOlt.)
Snow and ice retained in the alpine zone is a significant fom1
of water storage, with runoff being eventually delivered to
adjacent areas during the warm season, which is commonly a
dry season in intermontane regions. Reduction in snowfall
and snowpacks implies reduction in the total water yield from
the uplands, which, when coupled with warmer temperatures
and increased evaporation, could result in significant water
shortages in developed areas.
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EOLIAN PROCESSES: THE EFFECTS
OF WIND

Process and conditions

Alpine soils commonly include fine particles (chiefly silt
sized) that have been transported to their present sites by
wind. In many areas this silty material is intermixed with soil
particles weathered from local rock or derived from Pleisto
cene glacial materials, but in some places, eolian material has
accumulated to form a silty, stone-free veneer up to a few
decimetres thick. Eolian particles are initially eroded by wind
from sites where there is little vegetation, such as Little Ice
Age moraines, rocky areas (where silt is released by weather
ing), bare soil exposed on steep slopes, and ground that has
been trampled by people or animals.

Effects of climate change and impact on
human activities

In as much as climate change is likely to result in increased
dryness in alpine areas and reduction of vegetation density at
dry sites, increased erosion and redeposition by wind may
occur. Increased long distance transport of very small parti
cles from more distant sources, including areas at much lower
elevations, is also likely.

The potential impact on human activities of an increase in
wind erosion and deposition appears to be minor. At present,
eolian geomorphic activity is unnoticed by most visitors to
the alpine zone; blowi.ng dust may be an occasional nuisance,
but is likely to be noticed less than the actual wind itself.
Changes in the rates of accumulation (in the order of I mm per
century) of eolian deposits and equivalent rates of erosion are
likely to be insignificant when compared to potential human
impacts on the alpine environment.



CONCLUSIONS

Geomorphological processes are related to climate in a com
plex manner. Estimates of how processes will react to antici
pated climate modifications, such as wanning and increased
precipitation, are necessarily tentative and qualitative. They
indicate the kinds of changes that may occur in the alpine
landscapes, but not the magnitude or precise rates of such
changes. Even though the discussion is limited to the area
above timberline, the effect of many of the anticipated
changes will extend a long way beyond the limits of the alpine
zone.

Ifclimate change proceeds as forecast by Global Circula
tion Models, the following might be expected:

1. Increased frequency of slides and debris flows in some
areas due to melting of pennafrost and more intense rain
fall.

2. More floods and debris flows due to the failure of glacier
and moraine dams caused by glacier retreat.

3. Increased avalanche danger due to heavier snowfall.

4. Increased channel instability, erosion, and flooding in
glacier-fed rivers caused by increased sediment input
due to glacier recession.

5. Reduced seasonal and longer term water storage capac
ity of alpine areas due to thinner winter snowpacks, rapid
spring runoff, and a reduced extent of pelmanent snow
and ice. This could lead to serious water shortages in ar
eas of the plains to the east and dry regions of the interior
of the Cordillera that rely on summer meltwater to main
tain stream flow.

6. A rise in timberline which will result in a decrease in the
extent of the alpine zone, altering the appearance of
many mountain areas and their potential for recreation
and tourism.

7. A detrimental effect on ski resorts at low elevations, but
improve winter access for other activities, due to reduced
snow and increased winter rain at elevations close to the
present winter snowline, and a positive impact on higher
elevation ski resorts due to increased snow fall on higher
and colder mountains.

8. A change in scenery in southem mountain areas, such as
Banff and Jasper national parks caused by significant
loss of glaciers due to warmer summer temperatures.

9. A slow reduction in the extent and thickness of perma
frost due to warming of ground temperatures. This will
have noticeable effects only where soils contain a high
proportion of ice, conditions that are probably not exten
sive in most alpine areas.
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APPENDIX A
Preparation of Figure 1: characteristics and sensitivity of Alpine regions

in Canada to climate change

Draft maps of British Columbia-Alberta, Yukon-District of Mackenzie, and Labrador-Newfoundland regions
were compiled at a scale of 1:2000000, and subsequently reduced and combined at the presentation scale of
1:7500000.

DELIMITATION OF ALPINE AREAS

Method

Alpine areas in British Columbia and Alberta have been pre
viously defined on 1:2000000 scale maps of biogeoclimatic
zones (British Columbia Ministry ofForests, 1988) and vege
tation (North, 1965). Alpine zone boundaries from these
maps were redrawn and generalized to a level of detail suit
able for presentation at 1:7 500 000.

Alpine areas elsewhere were derived by interpretation and
generalization of timberline locations shown on 1:250 000
scale maps of the National Topographic System. Most white
areas above the upper limit of forested land (green on these
maps) were assumed to be alpine terrain. Little difficulty was
encountered in identifying nonalpine treeless areas, such as
bogs, bare rock, talus, and avalanche tracks, and in any case,
many of these features are insignificantly small at the presen
tation scale. Where necessary, local timberline elevation was
determined from the map and used to exclude nonalpine
areas. Alpine "islands" smaller than about 7.5 x 15 km were
ignored or grouped into larger units, and the outlines of small
irregularities were smoothed. As a result, many small
enclaves of alpine terrain are omitted from the final figure,
and many narrow (less than about 7.5 km wide) forested val
leys are included in the alpine zone. In general, islands of
alpine terrain were grouped and included with intervening
valleys where the resulting map unit consisted of at least 50%
alpine terrain. Measurement from Figure I (at the publication
scale of 1:7 500 000), however, would give only a rough
approximation of the total alpine area.

The delimitation of generalized alpine areas was carried
out by hand and eye. Modified boundary lines from the
1:2 000 000 scale vegetation maps were traced directly onto
the 1:2 000 000 scale compilation maps. Generalized data
from the 1:250 000 maps were reduced to the scale of the
compilation map by the use of grids.

Difficulties encountered

a) Additional criteria for the delimitation of alpine areas
were employed in far northern areas to distinguish alpine
from arctic terrain. Along the west side of the Labrador
uplands in northern Quebec and in northern Yukon Terri
tory and District of Mackenzie, the 300 m contour was
adopted as the boundary between alpine areas and arctic
coastal lowlands. In terrain with high relief, subdivision
of distinct physiographic units (e.g. mountain ranges)

was avoided. Thus although no timberline is present (i.e.
there are no trees) in the northern Torngat Mountains of
Labrador, these mountains are included as an alpine area
because the southern parts of the same range do rise
above a timberline and hence fit the alpine definition.

b) Along the coasts of Labrador and Newfoundland, tim
berline is commonly depressed locally due to the effects
of coastal exposure, and in many places, treeless areas
extend down to sea level. These relatively low elevation
zones are included as alpine areas because geomorpho
logical processes here, in the absence of trees, are similar
to those at higher elevations.

c) Timberline information is not provided on the 1:250000
scale topographic maps for 23 0 and 24 C, E, F, and L
NTS areas. In these parts of Quebec, timberline was
delimited by determining timberline elevation from ad
jacent maps.

d) In a few cases, there were obvious discrepancies in the
elevation of timberline between adjacent maps.

e) Difficulties were encountered in the precise transfer of
generalized boundary lines from the biogeoclimatic
zones map of British Columbia to the 1:2 000 000 scale
base map because the former map has no geographic grid
and appears to have no consistent scale. Adjustments
were made by using the local coastline or road networks
as match lines for many small subdivisions of the map,
and by more or less continuously shifting the relative
position of the two maps during the transfer. Many alpine
areas are slightly misplaced as a result.

DESIGNATION OF ALPINE AREA
DESCRIPTORS: PHYSIOGRAPHY AND
MODERN GLACIERS

Alpine areas that were delimited as described above were
subdivided on the basis of physiography and modern glacia
tion only where significant differences exist that can be
shown at the presentation scale of Figme I. Physiographic
descriptors are based on information provided by maps of
physiographic regions (Bostock, 1948a, 1970; Holland,
1964a; Mathews, 1986) and ecological regions (Canada
Peches et environment, 1977), topographic maps at scales of
I: I 000 000 and 1:250 000, and descriptive accounts of the
physiography of the western Cordillera (Bostock 1948b; Holland
1964b).
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Glacier maps of British Columbia and Alberta (Falconer
et aI., 1965; Henoch and Stanley, 1967a) and Yukon Territory
and District of Mackenzie (Henoch and Stanley, 1967b),
descriptions and maps in Field (1975), and 1:250000 scale
topographic maps of Labrador were used to identify the
extent of modem glaciers. Glacier types and the areal propor
tions of ice cover were estimated visually from the glacier
maps.

DESIGNATION OF REGIONS FOR
CLIMATE AND PERMAFROST

Climatic regions were defined qualitatively and subjectively
on the basis of three types of information. Previously defined
climatic regions (cf. Hare and Thomas, 1979; Chilton, 1981),
which are based on data derived from lowland observation
sites, were used to provide a broad framework for alpine cli
mate classification. Then climatic parameters known to have
a strong influence on geomorphic processes (e.g. snowfall)
and climatic differences reflected by landforms in alpine
areas (e.g. presence or absence of rock glaciers) were
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considered. A full and interesting discussion of these and
other concepts pertinent to the nonquantitative climatic clas
sification of mountainous areas is provided by Thompson
(1990).

Regionalization of alpine climate cannot be based on
quantitative data due to the scarcity of standard weather
observations above timberline. Also, quantitative data cannot
be easily estimated from low-level weather records because
of the great variability in both space and time of alpine
weather, and the lack of clearly defined relations for trends of
precipitation and temperature with elevation.

Maps in the Hydrological Atlas of Canada (Fisheries and
Environment Canada, 1978) were used to assess the regional
distribution of the cl imatic values used for climate classifica
tion: precipitation, snowfall, seasonality of precipitation,
January temperatures, and annual temperature range.
Regional data on the variables of most direct relevance to
geomorphic processes, such as precipitation intensity, are not
available for most alpine areas.

The distribution of permafrost is described in the table
according to references noted in the text.






